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Deputy Fire CWef In N. Y. Convention Unanimously
Adopts Report Eulogizing
Loses Life While Leading
Nebraskan as "MatchMen In Burning

less Leader"

Building

"GRAilD IN"

FOR

HIM

'

W.

.

lost his life early today
desperate
while leading his men In
tight against Hum in a Canal street
building. When working his way
through a cellar filled with smoke
and gaes Kruger plunged through a
tilled
tiutp door into a
with water.
score
As Koon .a this was known a
nf men attempted a rescue. They
risked their lives in the poisonous
gases an.l the dcn.se? smoke which tilled the basement and
but before they rou'.d reach their
Tho body was
chief he was
recovered.
llo IsmI His Men.
The (ire started at 217 Canal street
sweeping the building at that number
from h.isement to roof, spreading to
two adjoining buildings, driving the
tenants from several houses In Baxter
'
street and threatening to destroy the
church of the Mist I'reclous Blood.
A great pile of excelsior was blazing
of the
furiously in the basement
burning building and as It was Impossible to reach it with the. streams
Deputy
of wuter from the street,
Chief Kruger, with the consent of
Chief C'roker, cut a hole through the
.wail from an adjoining building and
with a doren men plunged Into the
basement. While groping through
the smoke he stepped through a trap
door and plunged Into the
nt

Milwaukee. Feb. 14. When the
Democratic slate convention, ca.led to
select delegates to the national convention at Denver, resumed its session here today, Evan Evans of
was made chairman. He made
a lengthy speech touching on various
national Issue, sharply criticizing the
Republican party, and concluded with
a glowing tribute to W. J. Bryan.
unanimously
were
Resolutions
adopted eulogizing Bryan. The report of the resolution committee, said
in part:
"We regard with Just pride mid
admiration
that typical American,
that matchless leader, w ho has braved
his way to wholesome public opinion
and who has so ably championed the
cause of the common people.
"His zeal and undying energy, his
statesmanship
wise and
stamp him as the greatest living
American statesman and endear him
to all those who believe In equal
rights to all and special privileges to
none.
Ma Wo It Unanimous
"We therefore declare that we are
unanimously in favor of that great
commoner, William Jennings Bryan,
en the next Domocratln cHmllduta for
the presidency of the United (Stale,
and we hereby instruct our delegates
to the national' convention at Denver
to vote for William Jennings Bryan
as the nominee for president, first,
last and all the time."
The reading of the report was accompanied by cheers and applause
from the delegates, and the mention
of Bryan's name was sufficient cause
for an outburst of applause which
drowned the voice of the reader. The
resolution was put to a vole but on
adopted unanimously, and
motion
not one of the delegates made a remark derogatory to the Nebraskan.
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DESPITEGOURT

ORDER

!'
Judtrc lloiili (lives Details
formation Railroad Magnate
Musi Yield to the
Comml-cloi-

Feb. 14.
S,in Antonio, Texas..
Without food and water for more
hours. Miss Adina
thun thirty-si- x

Dezavala, president of the Dezavala
chapter. Daughters of the Republic,
Is M1III in possession of the Alamo.
She deHes the injunction Issued by
Judge Norman IC. Kittrell of Houston
ordering her to leave, and dares the
.officer of the Vjw to put her out of
the historic building. She says that
she will remain in the building until
lie starves before she will surrender

In-

i.

New York, Feb. 14. Judge Hough
in the L'nited States circuit court today issued an order supplemental to
his opinion of two weeks ago in the
matter of the interstate commerce
questions which K. H. Harriman an.i
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ANOTHER HEIRESS WEDS

FOREIGNER
T

Miss Shontsand DycdeChau!-newill be United With
.Simple Ceremony In N. Y.

s

EXCEPTIONAL MAKRIAGE
IN MANY KESPECTS
New
York, Feo. 11. Arrangements are complete for the wedding
of Miss Theodora Shouts to the Due
de Chaulnes, which will take place
tomorrow in the Shonts residence. The
wedding will be very quiet and will
be attended by only a few relatives
and friends
to the members of the French diplomatic corps
at Washington.
Contrary to the custom prevailing
in the marriage of American girls
and foreign noblemen, the young couple will not go to Europe on their
honeymoon. but will
two
pend
months at the Florida resorts and
will later take up their residence in
Paris, where they plan to spend six
months of each year.
An
Marriatre
Many wedding presents of Jewels
are on display at the Khonls residence, and they include a necklace
of diamonds and pearls, an heirloom
in the Due's family, which was
brought from Paris by the Countess
D'Uzes, the Due's sister. The countess also brought Miss Shouts' wedding
dress from Paris and a number of
other presents.
This latest international marriage Is
exceptional in many wuys. The Due
gets no marriage dot. He comes from
one of the oldest and most aristocratic families In France.
He won his
bride after a most Insistent courtship,
Shants having refused to receive birr:
on his first visit. He Is a physician
of practical experience. He won the
favorite daughter of a father whose
antipathy to foreign
has
been well known for years.
The young people first met In Paris
and It wns a case of love at first
sight. But Miss Shonts refused to
marry without her father consent
and when the Due came to America
he was unable to obtain even an interview with the millionaire. He returned to Par's but at the Instance of
Mrs. Shonts Hgain returned to New
York and a meeting was arranged.
The Due proved to be better than
Shonts ex pet ted and his consent was
Kxc-loiu-

sons-in-la-

REPORT OF

WANTS GOVERNMENT

Attention-Ro-

But Managers Hold Officials at Southerner Says Additional Issue
Fault for Not Caring lor Inmate
Would Not Depreciate Currency
Hamlin When He Tried to
Believes Minority Plan OfCommit Suicide Kicking
fers Better Solution Than
Story Not Proven.
Aldrlch Measure Does

iff
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HASKI'dili INDIANS TO TOl'lt
Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 14. The
redskin basketball players of
Indian school at Lawrence, Kan., will
make a long trip, beginning today
ami ending on March 16. during
which they will play their red brethren of Carlisle.
A lengthy eurd has been preparej.
as the Haskell Indians have arranged
for games with the Kansas City A.
C, Bloomhigton, Qulncy, the University of Chicago, Wabash, De Iauw.
Indiana and Rose Polytechnic, Sandusky. Tiffin, Ada and Allegheny college, Carlisle at Pittsburg and Douis-villSt. Iouls and Missouri universities. The team began practice on December 20 under the direction of
Coach Forrewt C. Allen and has given
promise of ttuccessful play.

FAMOUS

W1U. CONFER WITH PRESIDENT

e,

(J.IVR rDOT AWAY
Cuayaqull, Ecuador, Feb. 14. A
revolutionary movement at Manabi
has been nipped in the oud and the
plotter arrested as a result of the
loyalty of soldiers who were approached by the revolutionists. The
leaders tried to bribe the soldiers to
Join in the uprising but the troops resented the action of the revolutionists
and denounced the agitators to the
tiuthorltles.
M'IMi ASK IXU IlKCKIVKlt
New York. Feb. 14. United States
Attorney William S. Jackson today
announced that he has decided to ask
for the appointment of a receiver for
the Mutual Reserve I.ife Insurance
company. The legality of certain liens
imposed upon the policies have been
questioned by the authorities.
e
e
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TORNADO IV TKXAS.
14.
Reports
Dallas.
Feb.
which reached here today say
that a tornado struck the town
of Tyler early this morning, de- molishlng buildings and killing
and Injuring a number of the
residents. No further Informa- Hon has been received and the
number of dead and injured
cannot be learned as wire con- r.ectlon with the town has been
destroyed.
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BAST ROOM IN THE WHITK HOUSE WHERE

that the conference

'

shall do more
than meet, resolute and adjourn. He
agree
to
upon
a plun and
wants It
course of procedure which will bring
practical results for the improvement
of the waterways of too country, not
merely for navigation, but with a view
to their iullu.at.on foi every other
possible purpose. Included In the
consideration of this subject Is the
question of the conservation of all
natural resources.
The letters which are coming into
the White House from all parts of the
country are making suggestions as to
the course the conference should take
along the various linns of the conservation of natural resources. Men
in the timbered regions of the coun
try are making suggestions as to how
the forests should be preserved. Other letters from the coal regions speak
of mining conditions, waste of coal
anil methods for
its conservation,
while from the whole Mississippi valley arid the valleys of other navigable
streams come suggestions as to the
development tif water power, means
of prevention of floods, and the need
of some steps for the prevention of
soil erosion.
HxixTt Testimony
All these topics are to come up for
discussion In the conference. The
Idea is to make the meeting as practical as possible, and to steer clear, as
far as may be, from a purely scientific discussion of these questions.
It Is very likely that certain recog-nize- j
authorities on these subjects
will be called upon to present very
briefly and simply, as a basis of discussion, these different phases of the
question of conserTitlon.
But the
main Idea Is to get the opinion of the
governors and their Ideas as to how
the resources of the country tan be
preserved.

Outhrie. Okla., Feb. 14 The House
4 yesterday killed the hotel bill, which
required that sheets nine feet In
4 length be use.d on beds and provided
a penalty for the use of cracked cups.

TO

ISSUE TREASURY NOTES

Washington, Feb.. 14. F.ver since
Chicago, Feb. 14. Immediate disthe day 1'resltlent Roosevelt sent out charge from the service of the state
Invitations to the governors of all the Is to be the penalty which "Disciplinstates to confer with him lit Wash- arian- A. J. Renoe and Capt. J. W.
ington concerning the conservation of Rogers of the
reformatory
natural resources and other matters will pay for the part they took In the
of Importance, the "White House mall brutalities
which resulted In the
has been burJened with letters from death of William Hamlin.
all parts of the United .States.
A
in
This
the
of the board of
great deal of interest is taken in the managers of decision
the Institution w hlch
coming conference, not only by the completed Its report on the death of
governors, but tiy the general, public young Hamlin at a- meeting
at
as well, and according to the plans of the Annex. Far from being aheld
whitethe president and the governors much wash for the officials, the report Bays
good is expected to result.
some strong things about the treatEIGHTS OVER
The governors seem to have under- ment of the boy and his keepers.
stood what the president had in mind
The board held, however, that the
and they have practically all given preponderance of evidence Indicated
definite assurance that they will be that Hamlin had endeavored to compresent, each accompanied
by the mit suicide by Jumping from the top
three representative citizens of his of hi cell and that It was In this
state the president has asked him to leap that he auwtatlned the fatal Injurwith him. Many of the govern- ies and not, as his relatives declared,
Dominion Refuses to Accept bring
ors have notified the president that at the hands of his guards. Renoe
they. are preparing material to present and Rogers were discharged, accordExclusion Act Passed by
for discussion.
ing to the report, because of their
The president will preside at each lack of Judgment in hanging up the
Provincial Legislature.
session and the meetings will be held prisoner after he had sustained such
serious Injuries Injuries which later
May 13. 14 and 15.
proved fatal.
Tlie
Object
WORKMEN THREATEN TO
iKmbt lloy's Story
The object of the White House con.
After reviewing- - the evidence the
MAKE DEMONSTRATION
ference 1a to get down to a practical boprd reports as follows:
'
working basis on the question of the
"The charge of Inmate Hamlin that
coruervatlon of ihe country's natural h was kicked, struck, or beaten seems
Vancouver. B. C. Feb. 14. The resources. The president is anxious to be disproved ' by a preponderance
fight between the government of the
Dominion of Canada and the provinces reached a crisis yesterday when
t f- V
the Dominion government announced
that it would Immediately disallow
the natal act Just passed by the legislature of British Columbia,
This act is in line with the efforts
of the provincial government to
i
all Japanese from British Columbia and provides an educational
test for the Japanese who apply for
admission.
It was designed to stop
the influx of the lower class Japanese,
'
who are fast becoming a menace to
'
V
N
Vl
the welfare of the country.
government
falls
If the provincial
!"
to keep out the Japanese .as seems
likely from the interference of the
Dominion government, it is probable
that workmen In this city will make
another demonstration against the
Orientals, and in such an event It Is
probable serious trouble tan riot '.e
averted.

nor,

Declares It Is Worthless so
Far as Relief Is Concerned
for the South and
West

BE THERE

to Preside;

osevelt

Otto Kuhii of Kuhn, Joeb and Company refused to answer, relative to
dealings In the Illinois Central. Union
Puclfic and Southern Pacific.
The - order states the questions
which must be answered In detail but
does not fix the time for either man
it.
to appear before the commission. Of
KcmiiIi of a How.
is
The row is the result of a split in the two questions which Harriman
not required to answer, one relates to
in the ranks of the Daughters of the
purchase of stocks between July given.
Republic !ii regard to what faction the
August 17 that may have ap19
and
abate
shall control the Alamo. The
preciated In values. The other is RECEIVER
turned the Alamo over to Miss De- whether
TAKES CHARGE
or any of the
Harriman
zavala. Last nlghth Governor Camp- Union Pacific
bought
stock
directors
building
public
bell ordered the slate
OF CINCINNATI
commission to take back the Alamo. In anticipation of a dividend.
ROAD
Miss Dez iv.ila refused to turn It over.
floor,
refuge
on
the second
She took
FOR
lis ( rttlli.rs
in the room in which Colonel Bowie NEW BUILDING
lunieui and
she
has remained
was killed, and
Inwvlort Ask l'rUvtlMi.
resheriff
has
ever
since. The
there
MILITARY INSTITUTE
Cincinnati,
Feb. 14. James
F.
fused to allow food and water to be
Coolrich, who was appointed receiver
to
her.
carried
of the Chicago, Cincinnati & Louiswas
Mies DezivaU's gmndfutlu-- r
railroad at Indianapolis yesterfor ville
Vice President Dezavala of the Texas
Roswell. N. M., Feb.
assumed charge of the road torepublic, one of the men who fought the new buildings and improvements day,
valiantly to defend the Alamo against at the New Mexico Military Institute day. According to H. S. istarr, genhave been completed and indicate eral counsel for the company, the
the Mexicans.
tivat the school will be In excellent receivership was brought about to
are protect investors.
condition when the new
hkitt
"The road owed
much money."
Chicago, Feb. 14. Chairman Har- completed.
said SUirr. "and some of Its creditors
The first building to go up will be assumed
ry. Secretary Dover, Sergeant-at-Arm- s
a pressing attitude. Toe deMone, of the Republican national the new barracks. Two spans of the tails of the Indebtedness nf the comwill
plan
be
built
subproposed
barracks
committee, and members of the
pany and the extent to which It may
committee of arrangements for the of brick. They will contain 78 rooms he involved are of little consequence.
This
closets.
with
bath,
and
toilet
national convention, met here tolay
The figures might appear alarming to
to discuss plans for holding the con- building will go up this summer. The those who are not familiar with such
hAll,
new
will
academic
second
be
the
vention.
which is hoped for as an Improve- matters."
ment
for 1H09. The present academic
MUST roiXT .KAlM'ATi:s
Walker Mill lU'tiini.
William F. hall will probably be used for ten
Washington. Feb. 14. In accordMexico City. Feb. 14
years,
down
torn
eventually
be
but
president
ance with instructions from the secWalker, the defaulting bank
or New Britain, Conn., will go back as it stands in a place where It could retary of war, the first clajs at the
acthe
with
not
to
be
made
harmonize
tried,
be
West Point military academy will
to the United States to
cording to a statement made at the other buildings that will have to be graduate today. The army Is short of
Is
the
hall
In
mess
added
fact,
According
to
the
the
officers and the addition to the list
foreign office today.
arly graduation
state department, Walker, who is now only building that is now standing resulting from an
when
to
allowed
will
remuin
be
declared
that
will help materially in filling some of
prisoner at Ensenada, has
present
its
plan
reaches
elaborate
the
United
to
to
assignments
the
the vacant
his willingness
In existing
return
completion.
regimental organizations.
14.--Pl- ans

DOUBT

Conservation of Natural Resources the Principal Topic for
Discussion Other Matters

far-seei-

through
the
After Kruger fell
trap, Battalion Chief Calvin plunged
Kru-ger- 's
Into the dark hole and raised
body to the surface of the water.
Calvin was unconscious when rescued.
Kruger was known as tho "(Irand
old Man tf the Department" and was
beloved by every fireman In New York
His men always expected that he
would mwt a violent death as he
was fearless and always led the way
into any danger with a cheery "Come GIVES LIST OF QUESTIONS
on boys, follow me." He was 57 years
old and had been a member of the
years.
department for thirty-si- x
T

WOMAN HOLDS ALAMO

EXECUTES

WIIULL

s

ALORICH

Much Good Is Expected to Keepers Who Were Respon
Result from Conference
slble for Death cf Boy Lose
at White House DurPositions After
ing May
Investigation

III"

Ml--

ii

!

x

New York, Fen. 14. Charles
Krust:-- deputy chief of the fire

SENATOR

OFFICERS

STATE

Years of Service Made "His Zeal and Undying Energy,
Wise and Farseelng StatesHim the Idol ot Men Who Exmanship Mark Hlmas GreatViolent
Meet
pected Him to
est Living American
Death as Result of
Statesman"
Bravery
His

14. Toaignt fair
wan southeast portloi.

Coll

NUMDEK 39

X

"FIRST, LAST

ANDALL THE

OF THEOEPARTMENT

?

FORECAST

Colo., Fob.

Saturdai fair, warier

INTERESTED IN

BRYAN

DOOR

Thirty-si-

oaf cold.

GOVERNORS AND PUBLIC BOARD DISCHARGESTWO

DELEGATES

PLUNGED TO HIS DEATH WISCONSIN

WAS

limu
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VOLUMES
THROUGH

WEATHER

Washington, Feb. 14. The first of
the speeches on the Aldrlch currency
bill was heard today in the Senate
when Senator Clay, of Ueorgia, took
up the time allotted him for a general discussion of the measure.
He first analyxed the olll and then
declared that H was all wrong and
vicious and would give no relief either
to the South or West. He took up the
bill, paragraph by paragraph, defining each one, and then denounced the
entire measure as worthless so far
as affording relief Is concerned, and
as being against the best Interests of
the public.
.He contended that the measure provides simply for enlarging the power
of the national banks and that by
passing the measure Congress relinquishes the sovereign right to Issue
and circulate money, which It ought
never to do.
Has Hotter I Man
The plan of the minority In the Senate to Issue (500.000,000 In treasury
notes and use them In paying the expenses of the government that they
might find their way Into all channels ot trade, was advocated by him
as a much better solution than the Aldrlch bill provides. ..
He stated that there Is now In cir$350,000,000
culation
In treasury,
notes, which cost the .government
nothing and which perform, all the
functions of money.
This amount, he declared, could be
easily increased to a half billion
without In any way disturbing the finances, and could not possibly, in any
way, result in a depreciation of currency.
ap euj painoipij
IPPB jm
h
tlonal treasury notes woulj depreciate
because we did not have the gold to
redeem them.
"If the Aldrlch bill becomes a law,'
he concluded, "the government guarantees the redemption In cold of the
additional- notes Issued by the national banks. Would not this be as
great a strain on the gold reserve as
would the treasury notes?"
,

.

--

GOVERNOR

CURRY

LUNCHES WITH PRESIDENT
Sinqit Soimi Tiino In DIs4'iish1hi of
ew Mexico Affair.

GOVERNORS

if the evidence, lrs. Marshall, Graham, Scouler and Baker, who attended him, and Mrs. McGulre, the hospital nurse, and Inmates John Collins
and Raymond Kent, who attended
Hamlin In the hospital during his
illness, and washed his body, testifying that there were no marks, bruises
or decolorations on his body. Against
their testimony is the evidence of
Ouard Claypool, who testified there
were marks.
"The board believes fn till I ties ell .
dence that Innvato William Hamlin
came to his death from surgical pneu-- I
moi.la. superinduced by Injuries sus-- I
tallied in a fall on the night of De- cember 26. in an attempt to commit
suicide, and that the Injury which
proved ratal to him was
self-lnrilct-

"

DISCUSS UAII.KOVn

RIM,.

Washington. Feb. 14. The Senate
committee on Interstate
commerce
today guve a hearing to the Culberson-Smith
car und transportation service bill, under which the railroads
engaged In interstate commerce would
lie required to promptly furnish cars
to shippers.
Those who spoke In
of the
bill were Judge S. II. Cowan, of Texas. Colonel I. T. Pryor. president of
the Cattle Raisers' Association of Texas, Murdo McKen.ie. of the American
National Livestock association; C. V.
Merchant, of Texas, and A. E. Derlc-quel- s,
of Denver. Representatives of
gnaln and hay Interests also appeared
before the committee.
SUFFRAGISTS 4iO TO J UI,
London, Feb. 14. Mrs. Parkhurst,
the leader of woman suffragists, and
several other delegates of the organization, who were arrested yesterday
when they attempted to make a demonstration In the House of Commons,
went to Jail today for a term of six
weeks, rather than give sureties for
good behavior.

Washington, D. C, Fob. 14. (Sue.
cUU). tieorga
Curry, governor of
New Mexico, was the guest of the

president at luncheon at the White
House today. It Is understood that
following the luncheon the president
and the governor spent an hour discussing New Mexico affairs.
Mark 11 Thompson of I .as duces,
N. M was among the New Mexicans
who culled at the White House today
and who saw the president.
The committee on public lands reported favorably the bill allowing the
election of lieu lands In certain In
stances, for the benefit of public
schools in New Mexico.
I'ROHi; II VRRIMW UNIX
14
San Francisco.
Keh
iinnuta
Inquiries against the .Southern Pacific,
ine isunta r e ana the Bait Luke route
will be commenced hera inmnrpn.. K.
the California railroad commission.
ana later will be continued in Dos
Angeles.

r, i l . . .
The constitution of (
a provision forbidding any rebating
by the railroads, and it La under this
that the investigation la to be conducted. Rebating Is a serious offense
In California.
The state constitution
provides for a fine up to 120,000 for
every
case proved.
each and
Furthermore, it Is provided that th
officials guilty of the act may be Imprisoned.

PRINT SHOP ItUItXS
Buffalo. Feb. 14. Fire broke out
early this morning In the general print
Bhop of the Buffalo Courier company
and was controlled only after great
difficulty. The damage to the building and stock Is estimated at J.'.'iO.-00The cause of the fire Is unknown.
0.

TRI M. TRIP FOR 4,ROfJN
Washington, Feb. 14. The armored
cruiser North Carolina will undertake
her third trial trip off the Chesapeake Capes tomorrow. The builders hae mudo many changes In her
valve adjustments, which they believe
will assure a successful outcome of
the trial.

ALBUQUERQUE
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THE FISHING BUG

EVENING

SUEZ

EXPECTS ONE

STICK TO MIMOfD MAN 1
PLAY "lM DONT GIVC
M.HANV SUAClCt KtlPA
1 TI4HT LINE 1 DON'T LtT IrA - .
I
otT UNDtR COVERS tASV NOW- .
J HERE Ht COMES! NOW VAIT

ISoHrt),

fSgP

V

SA

AMERICAN

FOR

FLEET

Washington,

Feb.

ble uncertainty

A

YEAR
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Fuel Industry Broke All Records In Production and

Sales
A production of between 4 50,000,-0- 0
and 460.000,000 short tons of coal
In the United Stales In 1907 is Indicated by the returns received thus far

by the United States geological survey,
or an Increase of about 10 per cent
g
over the
output of
1906, according to Mr. E. V. l'arker,
coal expert and chief statistician of
the survey.
The moot notable Increase was
made In the production of Pennsylvania anthracite, In which a gain of
over 20 per cent wan recorded, if the
shipment reported by the bureau of
anthracite coal statistics may be accepted as Indicative of the total production;
and as the uhlnmento
amounted to more than 83 per cent of
the total production, .uch an assumption i :iot unreasonable.
The shipments of anthracite in 1907 amounted
to 67.109,393 long tons, a against
long tons In 1906. This
would indicate a total production for
the year of approximately 76. 366, 000
long tons, or about
$40,000 short
tona.
An interesting feature In connection with the production of anthracite in 1807 was the lack of any effect
on the trade from the panic which
occurred in October and continued
record-breakin-

until the end of the year. Not n. tumlnous coal in 1907 would probadid the shipments of anthracite con- bly have shown an increase almost
tinue throughout thin period practicalcomparable with the gain in anthraly without Interruption, but the rec- cite production.
It is almost certain
ords show that the shipments for Xo- - that the increase would have amountvember were larger than those of any ed to about 15 per cent, the total outother November in the history of the put being between 390,000,000 and
trade, while those for October were 400,000.000 tons. As it Is the output
the largest recorded for any single will probably
be about 25,00o,ii00
month In the last four years. This tons short of that figure.
condition illustrates the extent to
TruiiMrtu t Ion Condi lions
which anthracite has been eliminated
shortage
The
of car supply, of
from industrial uses and shows that which almost
constant complaint has
practically the entire production is j been
heard for the last few years, con.
consumed for domestic purposes.
Jtiuued during the first nine months of
Another interesting feature shown 1907, and owing to the demands
for
by the iinthraelte statistics for 1907 is and high prices paid to
labor in other
the steadying Influence on the trade lines of Industry, miners and other
of the policy adopted a few years ago workers in the bituminous coal ming
by the
companies in re- ing districts were scarce.
Ocducing prices In the summer months. tober, however, the supply After
of both
The shipments (excluding a February cars and labor was plentiful. As comof 28 days) ranged from 5,249,946 pared with condition In 1906, the
long tons in January to 6.015.851 long transportation facilities were sometons In October, and the average what Improved. It Is probable that If
monthly shipments were not iuite
sufficient cars could have been furtons. These figures indicate nished to meet all the requirements
that the mines were operated with re- of the producers, the output would
markable steadiness from month to have been pushed far in excess of
month, and that the transportation the demand, and the usual demoralwas also evenly distributed throughization attendant on such a condition
out the year,
would have resulted.
Increaso of Tt'ii IVr tVnt
CliancH In Itank
The production of bituminous coal
It is not possible at tills time to
can not be estimated as closely as that give definitely the order of produc- of anthracite, for unfortunately there ing states; but owing to the fact that
Is no such reliable method of arriving West Virginia was more seriously afat the total; but letters received by fected iiy the financial flurry than
the survey from u number of the was her rival state, Illinois, it Is not
larger operators and from state offi- Improbable that the completed stacials Indicate that the output of b- tistics of production may show mat
ituminous coal In 1907 exceeded that Illinois lots
regained the second
of the previous year by 7 to 10 per place (next to Pennsylvania! that she
cent. The increases were rather un- lost n 1906 through the suspension
evenly distributed and were Influ- of mining during the spring months,
enced by several causes. In the east- and that West Virginia wlil once more
ern states, where large quantities of be tnlrd in rank.
bituminous coal are usei in coke
Mt'iiioi-nld.Mining Di.saMi'l's
making and for other Industrial purThe closing month of the year was
poses, the trade felt heavily the fime of the darkest in the history of
nancial stress of the last three months the coal mining Industry, for it wit
of the year, and locally this effect nessed the occurrence of tour separ
was so pronounced that Increases re- ate disasters, each in the Appalach
corded during the first nine months ian bituminous coal field and each
were to a large extent wiped out. Had attended by the sacrifice of many
It not been for this disturbance In fiThe first, on the first day of
lives.
nancial circles the production of hi- - the month, wan an explosion at the
is'aoml mine of the United Slates Coal
company, near Pittsburg, Pa.; the second wrecked mines Noa. 6 and 8 of
the Fairmont Coal company, of
W. Va.; the third was an explosion of gas in the Yolande Coal
Coke company's mine at
Yolande.
Ala.; and the fourth wrecked the
Darr mine of the Pittsburg Coal com
pany near Connellsvllle, Pa. lietween
600 and 800 lives were lost in these
explosions, all of which occurred
within a period of three weeks.
coal-minin-

o

exists
the public as to the dest '.iv i lion of
Admiral Kvans' Meet after it shall
have arrived In San Francisco.
It has never been positively and
officially stated thul the armada is
to cross the mighty Pacill;-- . pay a
(all at the Sandwich Islands. Ouam.
and the Philippines and other places
In the fir east.
including possibly
Japan. Newspaper reports have conjectured a trip of this kind, and even
prognosticate! the return of the Heel
by way of the Suez canal, through
the Mediterranean sea, pint Tunis,
liibrallar, other ports and over Ihe
Atlantic.
Him l.vpci ts I. a ns.
Tills theory has received considerable strength by the arrival in this
city of Paolo Pwe, of Port Said.
F.gypt, head of a firm of ship chandlers at the terminus of the Sue!! canal, which has supplied
of the United States passing through
that waterwi.ty with coal and provision for the last twenty-si- x
years.
He left his Kg.splian home about
three weeks ago for the purpose of
personally perfecting
arrangements
with the Nuvy department for the
supplying coal wnd provisions to the
fleet when Admiral Kvans shall pass
the Sue! canal on the return to the
United States.
Here to Sec Paymaster (icncral..
"I thought it more satisfactory,"
si lid Mr. Pace, "to arrange these mal- ters In person, You can't attend to a
transaction of this Importance and
magnitude through letter correspondence.
"The American lleet is expected in
Port Said about June or July. Preparations for the event. which will
nii.irk a red letter day in the history
of that port of the world, are In progress even at this time.
"We don't expect the whole fleet to
return to the United States. It is the
Impression among our people that
about half the fleet will be left In
Philippine waters.
"The whole flee t cannot pass at
once through the caivil. At the time
this waterway was built It was evidently never thought that such a
great and powerful armada would
ever piss through It.
"The u.iual authorities. I understand, will stop ail other
traffic
through the .canal while the Ameri- can lleet is ln transit. This will tuke
ahoul eighteen hours.
"The ships will come up the Red
sea and enter the canal at Sues!, but
without stopping there. Suez Is at the
month of the canal, and Port Said
is the terminus, or vice versa, denominations which depend in which dl-vtion the ships travel.
"At Port Said the vessels will be
cmled and provisioned and replenished with other necessary supplies.
This will he a big undertaking, as
the number of ships an I men is un
usually great.
Wants a Month's Noucc.
In or l. r to d this properly and
the satisfaction of th
lava au
thorllies. I have com to attend to
this matter ni elf. Wi von!d like to
lave nliout a month's notice as to the
number of vessels and men we may
expect."
r.
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Topek.i. Feb. It
Martin licrgnuin
considers soul's salvation worth about
una
t't.
and he his brought suit for
thai Hiuount of damaue. against the
M.
C. Senile heivuise the pastor
Kev.
lefused to accept him as a member
of tile First (lei'iuan Kvangelical Lutheran church of the I'nchanged
Augsburg Confession. Tile suit reached the supreme court today from
Miami county on an appciil from tin- decision of the lower court w here
lteigman l I his suit.
In ills petition Bergman asserts
lh.it lie is a tlrm
lievcr ill all the
doetraies and creeds f this bin ch.
that It is necessary to bis salvuiioii
and the peace and quiet of himself
and family that he be received In
and Heated as a member of the
church mid entitle, to take part in
the communion
Itergmaii says he has
n a member of that church for twenty cars
and has always complied with the
rule. lie moved to Mcpherson some
veins ago and from there to Oklahoma.
When he asked for a letter
ftom his pastor to entitle him to the
same bencllts In the church of his
new home as he enjoyed In
Miami
county, the pastor refused to issue
It on the ground that Kergman had
iso conducted
himself as to be unworthy of recognition as a member
f the church.
I
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IIM.I, TIHU'S WHS OF YKAliS OI., HAVIXU Sl
KYK o It X A M K 'S AM) TKKT1I.
Is President ItouM-vcllthe strenuous one, tile repicurnalion

AIICXICW

,

r'HTI VK
of

Mime

(lashing spirit ,f the dead and gone aes?
;aze upon this prehistoric idol befure answering.
The original, from which this photograph was taken. Mas unearthed in
Mexico, down ni mixaca, where the ruins of ancient cities cover millions of
miles of territory. There, some archeologlsta claim, wus a
ceniuiies uerore me pyramids were built. There was th llrst American
metropolis.
The resemblance to the president U not striking, yet It is suggestive
enougn, with the promiin-ii- t teeth and strange looking eve ornament, to
Impress one at a glance.
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Capitol sad surplus, $100,000

o

Cnicago, Feb. 14. Arthur Farwell.
temperance crusader, has been telling
Chicago how much money It spends
every year for dr'nk. and what that
money would do if It were
spent otherwise.
To begin with, he said they could
buy and give to the poor 200.000 barrels of flour, at $4.50 per barrel, follow this up w.th J2. SiMi.Ooii
of
general groceries, and then worth
buy
iimi) quarts of milk at 8
cents.
Farweil's speech was delivered at
Palmer park before a large audience.
There is a prohibition movement In
Chicago, as elsewhere, and the saloon
people had claimed that the closing of
their establishments
would deprive
thousands of men of employment.
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ise stoves were
needed on
which to prepare these meals. Far- well sniil they could also buy 200,000
good stoves at $20 each. an. I then
Ml. nun tons of coal at tn to
burn In
them.
Then, perhaps, because some of the
poor might need furnishings for their
houses, he suggested $500,000 worth
of wall paper, a half million yards of
carpet at $1. and 100.000 sets of fur
niture at $50 u set.
I:.v this time most of the audience
thought Farwell had come very near
spending all his whiskey money, but
he said that he had barely begun, because the poor would be needlnv n
little clothing, so ,hnt thev had better
purchase 200.000 suits of clothes at
$10, 2110.0110 overcoats at the same
price, 211(1,1100 hats at $3 each, and a
like number of pairs of shoes at $3.
to say nothing of 500,000
pairs of
children's shoes at $1.50. 1. 000. 000
pairs of hose at 25 cents, a half million yards of good warm flannel at 50
cents a yard, and 5. 000. 000 yards of
cotton goods at 10 cents a yard. Then,
as wagons would lie needed with
which to deliver all these goods, they
could buy, he said, 5.000 or so at $200
a piece.

When the speaker had gone this far
his argument the greater number
of his hearers were prepared to be
Id that Chicago could puy the na
tional debt with her drink monev.
Farwell Insisted, however, that a
great number of workingmen ought
to have better homes, so that perhaps 5,000 comfortable homes could
be purchased also, with six rooms
and bath and all the modern conven
iences, to cost about $3,000 each.
"And after doing all this." he said
"there would be enough money left
to pay the police department expense
of $5,365,000. the tire department's
$3,125,000, and to give the health de
partment a round $ .(iiiu.oiiii. Instead
of the $60(1.000 it Is now given."
"Does that use It all up?" cried
some one In the back of the ball.
"Nearly all of it." said
Farwell,
"except dial we Vould still have about
$4.(1(10,110(1
benefit,
tile
left for
of the
public school fund, or to create and
a
parks
maintain
Idilloiral
and ideas
And you
lire grounds for the people.
only
all
spend
could
this not
this year,
but every year!"
other comparisons w hich the speak,
er did not make show that the amount
of money spent yearly by Chicago for
drink would buy thirteen battleship
of the Louisiana class,
it would pay
the total manufacturing wages of Arizona. Xorth and South Carolina. Oklahoma, North and South Oakota and
Oi ego, i. It would fniy more than half
of tile naiioiial pension disbursements
it would build more than
for 1:oi7.
3. line modern
locomotives.
Chicago spends for alcoholic drinks
jus: $1.11011.111111 each and e cry week,
making a itnunl total of $ ',2. nun. nun
every year.
1
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BANK01
COMMERCE
OF ALBUQUERQUE.
X. M.
Kxtends to Depositors Every Proper Accomm otlation
and Solicits New Accounts

CAPITAL, B150.Q00
OFFICKR8 AND DIRECTORS
SOLOMON LUNA, President
W. S.

STklCKLER, Vice 1 'resident and Cashier

W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
William Mcintosh,
J. C. Haldridge,

A. M. Hlackwell.

BUILDERS'

AND

O. K. Cromwell.

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

Native and Chicago Lumber. Sliorwln-William- s
Palm None Better. IliilldliiK
I'lasur. Mme, Cement. Class, Sash. Doors, Ktc.,
Etc., Ktc

J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

423 South First
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SUCCESS'
TI1EY $AY NOTHING SUCCEEDS I.IKE $!
$
I SITI'OSE T1II$ IS TKCE.
BCT IN ORIlK.lt To
HAVE SOME SUCCESS WITH WHICH TO ICC
CF.ED IT IS NECESSARY TO HAVE SOME OTllMt
THINGS.

ONE OF THESE IS BRAINS, AND AN.
OTHER IS SOME MONEY. WE DO NOT FI R.
N1SH BRAINS IN SETS. BCT A I'ERl'SAL OF
OUR COLUMNS WILL SHINE CP TIIE ONES YOC
HAVE, AND AN ADVERTISEMENT
IN
THE
EVENING CITIZEN WILL GO A LONG WY TOWARDS SUPPLYING THE DI.NEJtO.

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE

p.is.-eim-

hands ome long coat Is in Haling
.iv
lies, the funnel-lik- e
haviim two close titling caps at the
lop
The waistcoat is of pale liiue
satlii. elahonttely embroidered, while
the body of the eoat Is of bla. k cloth
An odd little hat of pale blue felt ins
shaded pale blue and black wius

ciita

upon

it

Ladles of the ii. I. A. to i lie b. "f
dance on March 17,
1908, at 10 Iks' hall.
If yon have Catarrh, rid yourself
of this repuUlve
Ask
lr.
Shoop of Itaelne. Wis., to mall you
free, a trial box of his Dr. Shoop'a
Catarrh Remedy. A simple, single
test, will surely tell you a Catarrh
truth well worth your knowlnic. Write
toil.iy.
Don't miffer longer. All
L. K. will give a

dise-ase-

.niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifi nit.

A GOOD IROAD
The road to a bank is usually the road to prosperity

Not quite all depositors are prosperous, but all prosperous people are bank depositors. At the end of the road to this bank, there is the bank that has the ability and
the disposition to help its customers, and many a man is glad that he has taken the road.

THERE IS A WARM WELCOME FOR YOU AT
THE END OF THIS ROAD TO THE BANK

.

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

WmllY

I'M DAY,

II.

page Tmtro?

I WW.

CONGRESS TO AID

LIS TEN:

SEME

"I iigurethat aiadvertisement

placed in an
evening paper will be read at least four times as
well as one placed in a morning paper. The
reason is obvious: In the morning people are

FAIR
Senate Has Passed Approp-

riation for Exhibit and HouseJ
Will

Follow Suit

MATTE

A

WAX ASYLUM

FOR CRIM LVAL INSANE, WHEKE HA It H Y THAW IS .VOW A PR1S i. Kit.
' wordu by lawyers
and by turnkeys and lore at Harry and wotted not that a
New York, Feb. 14. Who Is Harry by 'pc'Per-- ard by every prison of - Thaw was ever born. The queen of
apo.eon never .yen or- ana
Thaw? Oh. nobodv In "n.nir.i.r . c,a.'.'
ynnpg.
j,u( w
millionaire. rered him a glance.
Matteawan asylum for the criminal puffed upnfn
w ith notoriety and his own i
So, It wasn's going anything at all
.importance, entered Matteawan asy- - to he Harry Tha u- In that assemblage
, ....
,
m
I
cttio,
iia
lum for the criminal Insane It wns of klnir and oneens and
and
Harry Thaw:" and because "Harry different very different.
fumous statesmen, holding court and
Thaw" meant a famOUS prisoner,!
Ihorof mnrahnllncr nKantom nrmlna
KnfrHnor lh
rnrm
tehf.ro
white hands, an aristocratic world were .17 Inmates, he found that "Me,; Thaw? Pooh!
left behind for a few brief months; Harry Thaw" was not much
more
they
And the asylum authorities,
"""U'T " mean i nanusomeiy uressei than a swineherd beside Julius
strangely unconcerned for his
women who came as visitors, pack- - .... ...n , , , f h, vlrt(1ri,.,
,,, his rnmf.-vr- l
him
Thev fed
age, or (iencac.es, unlimited
money renown, and never heard of the Mad- - common food In a big room with or
nu hp uioesciioaoie swagger or ven- - lmn
garden murder. King dinary, common prisoners. They made
oecause inese w oras Kdw ard looked on the newcomer him sleep in a
c
tnnl a
dormitory
.
supieme ana
ineaiii
carelessly, and Confucius who: with
who babble, i of murder
rather
egoiiMIl WHICH was almost
magtllll- - II, renllv Ullitllh,. Anno an Hl7e,l Chi. ami In q rn,v.i,.,ml.mllHl.,1
lln
cent, they w ere recognized as magic m.w murderer, simply Jabbered Chink wretches w ho shrieked nt nights.
I

too busy to read at any length. They look over
the headlines, and possibly read the articles that
are of special interest to themthen throw the
paper aside. The day's work is before them,
and must be done. But in the evening the work
of the day is. behind them, and they have the
time, and also a greater inclination, to read.
After supper, in easy chair and slippers, they
will take up the evening paper and read it to
the very last line."
These are the sentiments of one of Albuquerque's largest merchants. JThink it over and
efceide if it is true.

II-
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When the
7M.0to for a
bill appropriating
building and proper display ly the
at the
I "iiltt-fStates government
Exposition, to
be held In Seattle in 190W, was passthe Senate a few clays ago,
ed !
Henry B. Heed, chief of exploitation,
denied u vietory of which others
who have tried to got money from
Congress for similar enterprises say
he may well feel proud. This Is a
year In which absolutely no appropto deriations except those
fray the expenses of the government
The bill Is to
were contemplated.
No
cook- up In the- House very soon.
serious opposition is likely to develop there.
"The exposition is' distinctly com-n- it
tei.i!," !"ibi Mr. Heed. ' .1 does not
a
commemorate any event. It
expositions, having for
i s main object the exploitation of the
iiuiuic: resource of the Pacific and
Rocky Mountiiln states, Alaska, Hawaii and the Philippines, ami the
of the-- trade of the United
.S'utes w i:ii Asia., i iceaniea. and the
Tactic shores "f North und South
America. As such it appeals to every
manufatturer and producer in the
at
I'niled State seeking markets
home or abroad.
"The I'ucitlc Jiul Rocky mountain
Mites, Alaska, Hawaii ami the Philippine islands have an area of nearly
3,7iii.eijil
uare miles. They have
limit
without
potential
resources
which are little understood. They are
in the main, producers of raw mafinished
of
terials ami consumers
pl'Mucts. It is therefore of the highest impnrtance thai the productive
capacity of the Pacific region bo increased, and for two essential reasons:
liuilds Wealth and Population.
"First, thu increase- - adds to the
wealth of the nation.
production
increased
"Second,
bring with it increased population,
which adds to the western buying
power for eastern manufUcturers.
"It doej not require argument to
convince any one that thia is a subject that appeals to the entire naYork, Massachusetts
tion, to New
and Louisiana as well as to Colorado
or Idaho.
"Much might lie said of the re
sources of the immense Pacific coun
try, but one or two Illustrations will
unswer. Oold, the foundation of our
business structure, is, so far as the
United States is concerned almost exclusively a product of the west. Great
tas the production of this metal has
been In recent years, there are gold
deposits that have not yet been
scratched and others that have not
been found.
"Fur a baser metal, take coal.
Oregon and California, so far as nowknown, have no extensive commercial
coal deposits. Washington has large
tields, but they are rapidly exhausting. Alaska has superior coal in greut
abundance and Is destined to be the
coal depot of the Pacific coast. Coal
supply is a vital question on the Pa
clfie seaboard, as was shown during
the Spanish war in 1898, when the
I'nited States war vessels secretly
bought steaming coal from the Brit
Ish Columbia mine owners.
"i if the tuade extension feature Of
the exposition It need only be said
that far more than half the people
of the world live in the countries
w hich border upon the Pacific ocean.
These countries have an area of over
17.(100,000 square miles and. a pop
Their
ulation of over 900,000,000.
annual trade amounts to $3,750,000,
000, of which the United States en
Joys about 20 per cent, whereas it
should control not less than 60 per
cent. Their imports are about equal
to the exports of merchandise from
the I'nited States for the year ended
June 30, 1907.
Orvat sinitmlo for Trade.
"Every great nation In the world,
with the single exception of the
United States, U making a systematic
In
effort to extend Its tnade Influe-ncthe Pacific ocean. The United States
is in a position to become the domi
nant power in the Pacific, and It
must play Its part or retire defeated
from the field. The Pacific stake is
a great one and the struggle for It

Wellington. Feb.

14.
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ADVERTISE IN

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
IlcU Cross'

West a (iivat Kniplrc.
"The L'nited States muy well rejoice for more reasons than one that
it jsissesses the west.
If It had not
acquired I.ouI.siairH mid Texas another nation would now be occupying
country.
the
If it
hud not acquired the Oregon country
and California another naval nation
of great strength would be established on what Is now our Pacific seaboard, land that same nation would
undoubtedly now- own Alaska and
Hawaii, with great naval bases located therein.
was raised
"The American flag
over our Pacific seaboard by f'apt.
Gray, as a discoverer, by Lewis and
Clark, as explorers, and by Astor and
the pioneers, us settlers. The pioneer
settlers organized an American government at Champoeg, Ore., In
43,
and by holding the country for six
years gave the L'nlled States Its shore
line on the Pacific. Discovery, exploration, settlement and the
of war have established the
I'nited States upon the Pacific, and
being established there, It Is natural
for Its people to eek trade ln the Pacific ociun, the same as the early settlers of the- - Atlantic seaboard sought
trade in the Atlantic ocean. It Is the
relation of the I'nited States to the
immense trude of the Pacific that the
exposition seeks among other things
to demonstrate."
trans-Mississip- pi

for-tun- es

ILLINOIS
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WORK ON
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PRISONER

Mm Ciuiglit at lovU Will
Stand Trial in IVuitlao.

l

HLUUU M LSI 53 UN
AIn SAFE
HOME TREATMENT
S. nature
3X7iQz$r,

S. S.
has provided a certain, safe, home cure for Contagious
Wood Poison. It is a medicine made entirely of rootn nd htrlis of recognized blood purifying value, and is the one nv licin which is able to pet
down to the root of the trouble and remove every particle of the virus, and
at the same time benefit and build up the system and pcm-rahealth. No
harmful effects ever follow its use, as is so often tlie case when strong mineral medicines are used. As soon as the system gets under the influence of
S S. S the disease begins to improve, and when the remedy has thoroughly
purified the blood and driven out every trace of the poison, no signs of the
trouble are ever seen again. The general manifest. ttions of Contagious
I'lood l'oison such as falling hair, copjur-colore- d
spots, ulcerated mouth and
throat, sores and ulcers, etc., are merely symptoms of the poisoned condition of the blood, and in most cases respond ipiickly to local treatment,
while S. S. S. is doing the necessary work of cleansing the blood.
Our
"Home Treatment" tiook is of great assistance along this line. It is a
complete pilule for treating the trouble, containing instructions for the
different stages of the disease, and also valuable suggestions about the local
treatment, that will be most helpful in effecting a cure. We will be glad
to str.d a mpy of this book, free of charge, to any who desire it, and if
special j'U'.i. .1 advice is wanted our physicians will take pleasure in supplying it witiiottt co:,t to the patient. If you are suffering with Contai
you can cure yourself in the privac- - of vour own home
gious llhv.d
by the uii of i. S. S., an absolutely sate remedv.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.

RAILROAD

I, die Will Tup Itleli

ily.
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Army experience has shown that
after every battle many men die from
wounds that wuuld not be fatal could
attention be given them in time. Often
It Is Impossible to reach them by day
in the face of the fire of the enemy,
while to hunt them out by night Is
next to Impossible. The first Impulse
of the wounded man is to get under
cover.
In the Franco-Prussia- n
war 5,472
men were missing after the battle of
Kezonville and 4.420 after the battle
of Saint Privat. The history ot every
battle that ranged over any considerable territory has been the dame to
more or less degree. By the use of
dogs it Is believed hundreds of lives
may be saved In future after each
battle.
travels over New Mexico, there is
more building and more cubstantial
evidence of business prosperity in
Clovls than any other portion of the
territory. Buildings are now under
construction which will cet $200,000.

Agrl-t'uliiir- al

THREE

Section.

W1m

Acting Governor Nathan Jaffa lias
honored the requisition of the govern,
or of Illinois' for Louis Houchin. who
was arrested at Clovls a few days ago
by Sheriff Morris of Pontiac, 111. Sher.
iff Morris brought his prisoner to Albuquerque over night and took him
to Santa Fe Wednesday.
Houchin Is charged with burning
the Wabash railroad depot at Pontiac
In an attempt to defraud the Pacific
Express company out of 125,000. He
sent an express package which he alleged contained 125,000 and
it is
charged that he then set fire to the
depot in an attempt to destroy the
package and collect the amount he
Th package
claimed It contained.
contained only paper.

Collie

Paris, Feb. 1 4. European army of- are keenly Interested In the
trained hospital dog which Is becom
ing a fixture ln the French and Herman armies. Hundreds are being
trained for the service and their Intelligence la surprising.
In a recent test here dogs from
both armies were pitted against each
other. The French dogs won, displaying a sagacity that was truly wonderful.
iSoldlers were sent Into the field to
conceal themselves In the grass and
thickets and to simulate Injury. The
dogs were then turned loose to locate
and report the whereabouts of these
men to the hospital attendants.

liiMs-Man

netwen
Ic,andCross
Pointer.

fleers

10

SHERIFF

MS

Hospital

lg

IjMtillru; Hospital Men
to Wounded Soldier.
The dogs had been trained to track
men and brln Into camp some article
to show that they had made a llnd,
or If no article was obtainable to re
port anyhow. They are to do this
quietly, so as not to attract the attention of the enemy. The work of the
French dogs was perfect.
They located the men. hunted up
the hospital attendants and led them
to the soldiers' hiding places without
hesitation or undue noise. The tier-ma- n
dogs did the work, but too nois-

5.0011,000.
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TWO FOREIGN ARMIES

rpT) A TVlTTTl
exposi- - x xkxix iiiy UnOmmAT
"The
tlon alms to stimulate that measure
IN
of Interest in the Pacific and its development s will strengthen the Am
erican position on the Pacific seaboard. It is because we believe the
I'nited States is directly and vitally
concerned i,, tht-smovements that
o huve asked the
government
to
make an appropriation covering the
cost of Its exhibit and the exhibits
of our western
dependencies.
The
omount is Miiall. only $700,000, or
about 7 per cent of what Hawaii
alone has paid In revenues to the
government in the past ten years. The
state of Washington and the city of
Seattle will spend ninrly $2.'mio.cmmi
for the purposes of the exposition
before the gates are opened.
"The Oregon country, which Daniel
Webster was willing to part with,
now annually adds to the nation's
s'ore of wealth products and manu$6110.1100.000.
factures
worth
The
Oregon country can support a population of 50,000.000.
"Alaska has resources suflldent to
support an agricultural population of

Pecos, Tex.. Feb. 14. (SMclul).
The grading contract will be let this
week for the projected Pecos,
& Southwestern railway.
K.
L. Bui com, 11. It. Morrow and J. W.
and J. K. lttiea, owners of the town- of Halmorhea and the Irrigation
of the kayah creek valley, are
the promoters.
This short line will
be under the patronage of the Texas
&.
H. P. Turner,
Pacific railway.
general manager of the T. & P. railroad, has written an article for the
Dallas papers in which he speaks In
tiie highest terms of the prospects of
this valley. The new line of railway
will open up this valley and provide
shipping advantages for a rich stock
country. Iayah creek valley is forty
miles south of Pecos.
Hagerman, N. M., Feb. 14. (Special) T. II. Plait, a substantial
property holder of tnls place, has
been appointed postmaster vice A. N.
Miller, who lately uent his resignation to the department.
The postmaster's salary here is $1,100 a year.
A movement is on foot among the
farmers of this community to establish u cheese factory. The Commercial club is boosting the proposition.
A protracted meeting is in progress
Kev. Joel
in tile Methodist church.
Hedgepath, pastor of the Methodist
church at Carlsbad, is conducting the
services.
H. J. Tliode. living north of town,
has purchased a gasoline plow. This
modern automobile plow will turn
four furrows at a time and Is one of
the m'kst u eful luxuries of farm life
to date.
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IRE

OF

THE PASSION

PLAY

Bal-morh-

M
(Special)
Feb. 14
The Presbyterian organization, of
W.
which ltev. J.
Henderson is pastor, ha completed a good church
building. This communion is rapidly
building up a large membership.
business block
The brick
which is being erected by H. C. Held
is completed.
The second story will
be fitted for offices.
The First National bank will move
into Kg new building, corner of Main
and flrand avenue, the first of
March.
According to a traveling man who

Clovls, X.

two-sto-

ry

There Is no one In this enlightened
country who does not read some par-sit- e
ticular magazine and every illustrat-projedwelt at
ed magazine in America
kngth upon the massive production
of the Passion Pkay at Oberammer-gau- ,
a few years ago, when It was
came from
last produced. People
llreat Hritaln, France, Kussla, the
I'nited States rand all the world to
the out of the way bavarian village
that would never have been heard of
had not the people some three hundred years ago have decided to produce ix religious drama there every
and
decade. Now every intelligent
Interested person cannot leave business and squander money to Journey
forth to Oberammergau far across
the sea, but, when, an actual and
faithful reproduction of Its drama Is
photomade by a great Parisian
grapher, painted until every stripe
and figure upon a brticade gown is
brought out In true color and exhibited in a theatre for the meagre
prices of ten. twenty and thirty cents
it is placed within the reach of every
body and all should see it men, women and children.
it will be show'i at the Crystal
theatre twice nirh day until Sunday
3
every
at
o'clock
afternoon
and every evening at 8:15 o'clock.
by
is
It
far the longest and
n
most glorious moving picture
ever given here and is worth
coming many miles to see.
ct

Issued at an hour
when people have time to read
HIGHWAY

F
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

THOUSAND
M LES
Denver Men Plan Road from
Yellowstone Park to Grand

CanyonAskCongress Aid

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marqoette

Uenver, Feb. 14. In return for the
millions of dollars paid ln taxes by the
west for the river and harbor Improvements in the United States, the
business men of four western states
will petition the next congress to appropriate $10,000,000 for a wagon
road 1,000 miles long to be built from
Yellowstone National park to the
firand canyon of the Colorado river
in Arizona.
At a recent meeting of
the L)enver Heal Km ate exchange the
project was launched, but the details
were kept secret until yesterday, Harold Kountze has been named as treasurer, and a prominent western business man will be selected president
of the Itocky 'Mountain Highway association, by which name the organization which will work for the appropriation is to be known.
Colorado, Utah, Wyoming and Arizona will be asked to join hands in
making a campaign for the road, and
It is believed no difficulty will be experienced In creating enthusiasm.
An Important Hood
New York state recently spent $50,.
000,000 in the improvement and extension of its roads, and other states
have also expended large sums to
this end. None of the states through
which the proposed road will pass has
sufficient finances to build it, but M
it will be a great highway for travelers from all parts of the United
States, it is argued that the road is
of more Importance than some of the
inland harbors upon which vast sums
are lavished annually.
While the plans are not definitely
decided upon, it is the general opinion
that Congress will be asked to donate
the cost ot building and maintaining,
and to establish a toll system which
will repay the government for Its expenditure. The road will traverse
some of the most famous scenic and
historic spots of the Hocky mountain
region, including cliff dwellers' villages, and at leat one of the Indian
reservations.

Albaqoerqoe, New Mexico

J. D. Eakln, President
O. Gloml, Vice President.

Chat. Melint, Secretary
Treasurer.

O, Bachechl,

Consolidated Liquor Company
Successor to
and BACHECUI A GIOM3
WMOLCBALK OWALMm IM

MELIXI

Hank Foolishness.
"Wh''n attacked by a cough or a
cold, or when your throat is sore,
it is rank foolishness to take any
oth-- r
medicine than Dr. Klng'B New
Discovery." says C. O. Kldrldge of
Empire, (la. "I have used New Dis
covery seven years and I know it Is
the best remedy on earth for coughs
and colds, croup, and all throat and
lung troubles. My children are subcounters and ject to croup, but. New Discovery
A lot of shelving.
show canon for sale, cheap. J. L. Hell quickly cures every attack." Known
7
& Co., Whitney's old stand,
the world over as the King of throat
Sold under
South First street.
and lung remedies.
guarantee at All Dealers. 50c. and
Keep your feet warm and dry and $1 00. Trial bottle free.
o
colds will lose their terror for you.
For ISJieuniaorc Sufferers.
You can do this at a very small outThe quick relief from paln afforded
lay of money by buying a pair of our
neat looking rubber shoes. All ulzes by applying Chamberlain's Pain Balm
for men, women and children. Prices makes It a favorite with aufterers
sciatica,
lame
range from 50c to 85c. C. May'i shoe from rheumatism,
back, lumbago, and deep seated and
store, 814 West Central avenue,
by
all
most pronounced ot the reactionary muscular pains. For sal
druggists.
leaders.
exhi-bl'lo-

THE

EAKIN,-

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
W

la tttak outfit
lp tvrylblag
fattldlpa bar camplata
most

t

tarn

Have bctMi appointed exclusive agents in the Southwest for Joa. g.
Sci.llti, Wm. p
and St. Louis A. U. C. Breweries; Yellertooe,
iren River. W. H. Mc Brswr's fVriar Brook, Iuls Hunter, T. J
Monarch, and other brands of wlilHkles too numerous
to mention.
WE ABE NOT COMPOUNDERS
But sell the straight article a recelvad from, the best Wineries
Distilleries and Breweries li the United State. Call and inspect
our Stock and price, or wilta for Illustrated Catalogue and Pric
List. Issued to dealer only.
iA-ni-

oococooococoo

First National
Bank
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

United States
Depository

Capital and
Surplus

$250,000

oooooooooco
Raisins

DRIED

Pr tines

Peaches
Apifcots

FRUIT AT WHOLESALE PRICES

a!

Finest Quality. Family assortmc ( of SO lbs.
100 lbs.
Wt pay the freight.
Buy direct atttf et the best.
SAMPLE

EACH 2S CENTS PBEPMD.

California Products Co.,

"OLD It ELI ABLE."

L.

PRICE

LIST FREE.

Colton, Calif.

ESTABLISHED

e. PUTNEY

1172.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Inclusive Stock ot Staple Groceries In
the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M.

'ALBUQUERQUE

JEVENINQ

CITIZEN.

ii,.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN FOR A VACATION AND REST
what has brought you to New Mexico health, recreation,
By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico sportNoor difference
observation you will like The Valley Ranch, at Pecos, N. M. Every-

SFBSCIUPTION

jrr
month

ft
On

by mall In advance

by mail
One month by carrier within city limits

Entered s wwnl-da- i
matter at the
Uder Act of Congren of March S, 187.

PoNtoftlce of Albuquerque,

Tttci only Mnwlratod dally novspacr In New Meilco and tlie bos
vertising medium of I ho Southwest,
THJB

.
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AlBCQl-EItQC-

In our stock

it
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ness.

is In

"WE GET THE NEWS MUST."
"STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

merchant a.
the city on busi-

REPAIRS
FINE NE W STOCK

F. S.

Otilij Sees 3aft

The Kansas City Star ami Times have- gone Taft mad.
Those paper,
which have more influence nnd are more widely circulated in the middle weft
than any other papers, have endorsed the Taft boom from Its Inception and
have championed Taft from beginning to end.
The Star, in a recent editorial, reviews the leading presideiitii.il aspirants
in Republican ranks and declares that each has a flaw when it comes to an
Commenting along that line, the
endorsement of the Roosevelt policies.
Star continues:
i
"As the campaign for the Republican presidential nomination progresses,
the "field" Is awakening to the fact that the Roosevelt policies have a stronger hold on the people than ever before. For months It was the "field" against
Taft, with Taft committed to the administration and with the other candidates tacitly or openly opposed to It.
Governor Hughes maintained silence a.s long as possible on national
silently watching and presumably approving the organized movement in
his behalf among the
forces of New York. When he had
to speak he endorsed the administration with only such qualille.itious as were
essential to hold the reactionary support he had already received.
"Now comes Senator Knox, hitherto resting his administration sympathies
solely on his conduct of the Norhern Securities case when he whs Attorney
General, and silently accepting the favorable consideration of many reactionary politicians now comes Knox, too, with a song of praise for Mr.
Roosevelt and his policies, und with less reservation than might have been
expected.
'Wttluhaneously Mr. Leslie M. Shaw, former secretary of ;he treasury,
Pays the right things were done by the administration in the right wuy land
at the right time, but that there is, now more need for restorative than regulative policies In the administration's attitude toward business.
"The country may confidently expect something soon from Mr. Fairbanks and Mr. Cannon yes, even Cannon in prulso of the president.
"In the meanwhile, Mr, Taft stands, not only as the foremost champion
of the Roosevelt administration, hut as la great big factor in It, committed to
the main policies urged or In operation and amply quallftVa t',v nature and
training to temper" determined action with Judicial Judgment."
...
1
A company of It perMississippi's militia must he a lot of tin soldiers.
Or, perhaps, the solmitted a mob to take m. negro from It and hang him.
diers were in sympathy with the mob and this explains why they yielded up
the man they were supposed to protect without much of a tight. Anyhow
another stain has been spread on thU state's fair name.
-

DEALERS:

DID NOT UNDERSTAND

We especially desire to call

"DO NOT SPIT"

1

CARD

Avenue Restaurant
koeM'r
Thought Ho Had llccn
Quarantined.
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Implements

Largest and Most Complete Line Ever
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Xcustadt, postmaster
and
general nnTchont at Low Lunas, Is
in the city to attend "The Gurgomas-ter,- "
which is the attraction at the
Klks' opera house this evening.
ompany Order .o. 4: All mem
CALXi FOR MF.ETIXU OF THE TERRITORIAL REPl'RMCAN CENTRAL bers of Company (i., N. (1. of N. M
CO.MM ITTEE.
are hereby ordered to report at the
If
A meeting of the member of the Republican Territorial Central
Armory at 7 o'clock sharp, .Sunday
1"
be
Is
Territory
hereby
to
Committee of the
called,
of New Mexico,
evening, Feb. lfi, and attend the pa"
"
on
a.
10
m.,
at
held
the Commercial club at Albuquerque at
o'clock
triotic services mt the First Metho9 the 18th day of February, A. D. 1908, for the purpose of designating If dist church. All members will reV the time and place for the holding of a territorial convention, which
member the Invitation extended by
V convention will be held for the purpose of selecting delegates to rep- the Dramatic club and reiort at the
V resent the territory of New Mexico at the next national republican
Armory at 7 o'clock Saturday evenV convention, which has been called to meet at Chicago
during the
ing, and become the guests of the
V month of June next for the purpose of naming a candidate for presi- - It Dramatic club for the evening. Lunch
V dent and for vice president of the United States; and said meeting of
will be served. Report In blue, with
V the territorial central committee Is called for the
purpose, also, of V out arms. O. A. Hurtner. captain.
up
may
at said
transacting such other business as
be properly brought
V meeting.
The apportionment and method of selecting delegates from
V each of the various counties will be arranged and provided at said
if BERNALILLO
COUNTY
V meeting.
every
Is
requestA full attendance and
if
if
member of the committee
ed to be present.
Proxies will be recognized when held by persons 9
DISTRICT COURT
if residing In the same county wherein the member giving such proxy "9
resides.
if
II. O. BURSUM.
9
Train Porter Wants Ihiiuujrcs Ic.
7
Chairman.
sired to He Ancillary Receiver
ArchlHVt Such for Services.
"

Farming

Hopping

321 SOUTH SECOND

done.
Simon

.

Sp0t Cash

SALE OR RfcNT

II. Hunt, general

Mountain. nr.

$3500

'

Regular meeting of the l.udles of
the H. A. It. at it o'clock tomorrow
afternoon.
Not out of business! Just movt ,) to
2"8 West Load avenue. Mrs. Wilson
deals In fancy dry goods. Stamping

THE ALnCQVERQVF. CITrzF.N HAS:
The finest equipped job department In New Mexico.
Tbe latest reports by Associated From and Auxiliary News Service.

Acorn Range

le

Bicycles

ABOUT TOWN

ad

CITIZEN IS:
The loading Republican dnlly and weekly ncwpappr of the Soudiwcs.
Tbe advocate of Republican principle and the "Square Ural."
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sock of

Tho police department has begun
Prices the Lowest
Quality the Best
a campaign against expectorating on
the sidewalks.
0:mls
have
been
Write
for
Prices
and Descriptive Catalogues.
......... t
II...U.1.1
.1. tin u warn- .....m... u)j ..tl
uii 'mvi me
rnj
ft JT
nig to violators and an officer tacked cfi
on of these cards on the front of a
Central tavenue Chinese restaurant.
When the Chinaman
owning the
place saw the curd, he thought that
he had been quarantined and became
Wholesale and Retail
very much excited. He began doing
:in Indian dance around the card and
emitted a stream of oriental language that only a, phonograph could
understand.
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
muca
"Chlca
whatee
melka
GIVE US A CHANCE
tlmtee," he cried, accosting the first
pedestrian passing nis place.
St. ImiIs
.Market.
When told what the card meant,
David L. Thompson, a train porter,
To figure on that bill of lumber.
St. Louis, Feb. 14. spelter market!
has filed suit against the Santa Fe he subsided and dove into his res $4.75 'a 4.M.
Our lumber comes from our own
taurant.
Railway company for $5,000 damages
mills located In the best body of
for Injuries received while in the ser
St.. loui-St- . Wool Market.
In New Mexico.
timber
vice of the company. In his petition
Louis! F b. 14. Wool steady;
A large stock
of dry spruce
to the court Thompson says that while SANTA FE HOSPITAL
unchanged.
u.menslon on hand. Why not buy
working on board train No. 7. August
the best when it is Just as cheap?
24, 1907, he was severely burned by
'o
York Money Market.
BOARD IN CITY
It will pay you to look Into this.
escaping steam.
(
New Vork. Fi b. 14. Prime mer- pantile piper Ti't'dfi per cent; money
William L. Watklns of St. Louis,
through his attorneys. Klock & Owen,
n call easy
'4 'it '1 per cent.
e
Dad"
Would
RIO GRANDE LUMBbH GO.
Gril'liilt
n
Hun
yesterday filed a petition in the Ber
From
the
Atlantic
to
Xch York Metal Market.
nalillo county district court asking
New York, Feb. 14. Lead unlet.
tlo Pnclllc.
Phone 8. Cor, 3rd and Marquette
that he be appointed assistant receiver
Cur ,
$3.C."i Uv 3 7 f : lake copper easy
'$
for the Itlo Grande Land. Water &
Dr. J. P. Kaster,-chie- f
surgeon
for
57c.
silver
Power company.
the Santa Fe, and iMrt" Griffith and
J. L. La Driere, the archllect, yes J. K.
Thomas. mt sabers of the hos-IdtChlcniso IrMluw Market.
terday filed suit against Thomas
of the Smta Fe, tare in
board
July HO1.
Wheat May
re
Siirule und Juaulta Apodaca to
city Inspecting lh local railroad
the
f 9
May
July 5
Corn
cover I13.7f:i which he alleges Is Hue hospital.
Oats May r"'a; July 43 Tn .
him for his services in superintending
Engineer Griffith, or "Dad." as he
Pork Mi. v $11.25: July ti.f,24.
the construction of a building.
Is familiarly known from Chicago to
$ 7. 7 'i Hi 20
July
Lard May
Francisco,
has been running an $7.32 "i fi 7.40.
We presume that you nave made engine on
thirty-coven
Santa,
Fe far
the
Ribs May ?6.32Vi; July t$T li !?
your arrangements
to attend
the
The telephone makes the
The
years
telephone
Is ulmost. as
preserves
well tjo,
Thursday kuown over anil
Soiree in the Ulkw hill
the- system as President
duties lighter, the cares less
your
veiling, Feb. 20, if not do so now.
health, prolongs your life
Ripley. In tho pioneer days of the
Cliioiiro IJes.tK'k.
and the worries fewer.
Chicago. Feb. 14. Cattle receipts,
Santa Fe. "Dad'" Griffith was the
and protects your home.
favorite
engineer
of
President 2500. Market strong. Reeves $3.9011'
Strong, and
as ,lif.ays called upon il.la; cows and heifers $ 1.K5 1 4.75 ;
to pull Strong's private car when Tcxan.s $ 3. Ho Ii 4 ,50
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE IN YOUR HOME.
calves $5.25W
tin. chief official wanted to make a t 7.25; w esterns $3.(10 n 4.75 ; stackers
(it
trip over the road. Some times the and feeders $2.70 4.80.
7
Journeys were from Chicago to MexMarket
Sheep receipts
7.000.
9:iiaomyacmKjeKMoeomomKmomomo
m omcmjmKmomomKmoeKjexDexjmoma
i '
yearico city or to the Pacific coast. One steady. Westerns, $3.204i5.35;
time "Dad" ran an engine from some lings $5,400 6.25; lambs $5.00 fi O.WO ;
place In Pennsylvania to the Pari lie Westerns $5.006.90,
)OK05ejoa)cmoa&aK)aK)eKm
coast. His ambition Is to run omj
New Yolk Stocks,
to coast.
coast
front
fcw I- j-l-v'!-'
Atchison
Simpier-Glar- k
Preferred . .
All kinds of floor covering at the
94
Fulrelle Furniture Co.
Prices the New York Ceiitml
lllVi
NEXT DOOR TO POSTOFFICE
lowest; quality the 'highest. Cash or Pennsylvania ..
694
Southern Pacific
payments. Futrelle Furniture Co.
116
Cnion Pacific
'
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Mcintosh hardware
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Convenience - Comfort - Security
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HE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
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Shoe Co.

'

Preferred

DOG

Amalgamated
V. S. S.

An American has been arrested In Russia for taking part in plot against

GETS GOOD NOTICE
t

fectly swfe in America.

The

N

ALBUQUERQUE

What business has a fool American ot mixing in Russian
tho government.
plots against the government when he could get a Job with the Standard Oil,
write an exposure of Roosevelt, organize u trust, etc. and etc., and be per-

.

.

HikIsoii'm OKI Irish Setter Has
Write-u- p

in "l0)r Fancier."

.

s0

Copper

.

414

2814

i

Preferred

-1

Kan-J- is
Cily Livestock.
Kansas City, Feb. 14. Oittle receipts 2.0(10. Market strong. Southern
southern cows
steers $4,0115.10;
stockers and feeders
$2. Soft 5.75;
$3.25'ii 4.90, bulls $3.00 Ci 4.25 ; Calves
$3.7516.25; western steers $1.00
5.35; western cows $2.75154.50.
Sheep receipts 2000. Market steady
j
lambs $ti.25u
Muttons $4.50'(j-5.50Ifi.XO; range wethers $4.7 5 fi 6.20 ; fed

HAVE AN UP TO DATE STOCK OF
SHOES : NONE BETTER IN THE CITY

ALL KINDS

ALL PRICES

TRY THEM

A
large number of Albuquerque
people will reoiemlliM' (', A. Hudson's
J
Irish si tter, Tew kes. which was u
Tonljiht.
'llu'
popular pel throughout Albuquerque
ago.
ymrs
wore
a
few
He
sign on it
"
having
a
a
red
blanket
Does
It
tho
Business.
AMska was a barren land inhabltaled by EsquiOnly a few year
"f'm blind and ileaf; ewe $4.25i 5.00.
Mr. K. R Chamberlain, of Clinton, which said;
maux, dogs and polar bears-- S'ow there is a miners' strike In full progress Maine, soys
of Itucklen's
Arnlci help me cross the street '' The dog
there and troops have liewi sent to "preserve order." Thus do We evolute.
Calve. "It loes the business; I have by instinct knew hs way from Mr.
used It for piles ayid It cured them. Hudson's homo to his place of bust" SANTA FE OFFICIALS
COPPER AND THIRD
The Jajpaoert' Diet raised in awful howl when the financial budget nine Applied ' it to an old sore and It ness down town and frequently made
It iMsts
on for imsKStte because half of the expense was for armament.
healed It without leaving a scar be the trip, He was rralj to traverse
Complete Line of Groceries. Direct Importers of Italian
money in try and butt into the world power class by the big gun route.
the crossings, however, w ithout ,ui- CONFER AT TQPEKA
hind." 25c. at AH Dealers.
Goods, Lucia Olive Oil, Macaroni, Etc.
corman escort, and would go to the
'
A parly of uutomobillsts are engaged in n great endurance trip from New
,
worV
some)
lPrand
?ollsr
Our shiet
tiers of the olock und wait till
Incidentally a whole lot of people from Paris and elsewhere rect. Our "DOMESTIC FINISH" l kind person would come along, read Meeting May
York to Paris.
in Further Re.
We lead' others
he proper thing.
are engaged In a steerage trip to New York.
to
trencliiiKMit,
lie sign anil offer a helping hand.
follow.
Fine Imported and Domestic Wines and Liquors. Family
Siilsutllnuie.
'The Dog Fancier." published at
KAtJNHHV CO.
IMPERIAL
session
In
at
of
n
the
Democratic
the
out
won
Iowa
ismen
in
current
j
Its
liattl.- Creek. Mich.,
.The
Trade Solicited. Phone Orders Promptly Filled.
...
There Is womethlng sacrilegious about such
Local ruiiroau inc.. air n"!-central committee yesterday.
sue has the following story about this,
We presume that .Von have made wonderful dog;
terested in the meeting oi granu ui- action In Iow a.
PHONE 1029
LORENZO GRADI,
to attend
yoilr arrangements
the
"Tewkcs. a standard bred Irish set- - vision superintendents fir me nama
That heavy snow in sVinta Fe yesterday served one good purpose It gave Sloren in the F.Iks' hall Thursday er, the properly of C. A. Hudson of Fe whicn is being held Just now in mo90)Oe&ejoajojoejoe&aKoejoeK
Any change on the Lamy evening, Feb. 20, if not do so now.
MI.M..M...-..M.The newspapers of Topcka
i.l hv blslToneka.
si M
the Ijimy branch a new excuse for being late.
to have beo one of the most have lieen loin inai ine inmiim
branch is welcomed.
ends
...... ...... null, ...IDon't let the baby suffer front ec iriuin i..
oi
.i
.t.i.. II'IUH
iii ar- wri c'li senerai cioiliuomis piauoev.
natiiilOl win
The city council, as a result of the break In the Second street seer, Is zema, sores or any itching oi me the time of bis death he was fourteen iliacussed auu spring woik something
holding a sort of eoniinueil performance with' a matinee session every after skin. Doan'a Ointment gives Instant year old and for a year had been to- Local men believe thai
WHEN UP TOWN, STOP AT
relief, cure nulokly. Perfectly safe tally blind. During this year he made more Important to the employes than
noon.
it.
for children. All druggists
regular trips from Mr. Hudson's store construction i under consideration. tall
Since ihe cut of the shop forces
An assault such as is alleged to have occurred In Las Vegas, would have
to his home, a distance of ten blocks,
presume
our
on
havo
We
tnele
the sslein io eight hours a day
Still Oklahoma Is la state.
resulted In a lynching In Oklahoma.
Largest and Oldest Place in the Gty,
arrangements to alien, I the Soiree in waiting at the corners for some friend overfive
days In the week, and a half
for
streets.
Tewkcs
to
pilot
him
across
the
eiiiim. Fed
not
who
do
Saturday,
those
on
II. Is goltm to the Klks' Ivall Thursda
day
eight
to
Who says Colonel Hopewell isn't onto the booster Job?
always
from
took
the scent
20, if not do so now.
Finest Domestic and Imported
fear further rebring back about half of Washington for the Irrigation congress.
ten inches uhove the ground and even wear brass collars way
of reducing
the
in
trenchment
would
retrieve
blind
Stockings,
he
Cut
became
the
after
We sell Ifl.ick
I
It
SIt's III! most satisfactory brand in wear and if given the direction. He was known tbe subordinate oflleral force.
The naaii who found Cripple Creek, Is now living on harl(
Central grand
what you find In this world that countsIt's what you lceep.
tast color All sizes for men. women over most of New Mexico and Ari even hinted thatwasthe recently
organwhich
and children. Cotton or wool. Prices zona, and Ills many friends speak of division,
with the reet, and along
Solicited. Telephone 1036, and
Family
Judge Wallace of Kansas City wants to be- governor of Missouri on
from 2 's to 50c. Try them. ( him as th mu nil he w'i one of the ized, mayoneTailsuperintendence
'tin
and sevwith It
"Pore ole Mizzory."
platform.
May's' Shoe Store, 314 West Central family.'1
Goods will be Delivered at once
eral minor officials, while others will
avenue.
It s a goo, tiling they
Heavy. Impure blood makes a mud- be asked to descend the ladder rung
Itoh F.vans In still suffering from rheumatism,
s
(iiuiiitx-rluiii'Cough Remedy a Fa dy, pimply complexion, headaches, or two.
don't have the endurance test In the navy.
THE LARGEST AND BEST POOL HALL IN TOWN
nausea, indlgeatlon. Thin blood makea
vorlto.
cheapest
colors,
AU Ntw Tablr, and First Clai Tritmnt
shades,
all
Window
Cough you weak, pale, sickly. Rurdock Hlood
Young America will read with breathless interest that the big fleet Is to
"We prefer Chamberlain's
25 cents and up.
Remedy to any other for our chll Ritters makes the bbod rich, red, to the best quality.
pass Jtohim-oCrusoe's island.
store Jiiol odd plze shade made to
di'en." eays Mr. L. J. Woodbury of pure remorea perfect health.
o
order. Futrelle Furniture Co.
&
Cortelyou has found an error made by Roosevelt In the public printer Twining, Mich.
"It has also done
Cure a
II in One Da?.
appointment.
What! !
the work for us in hard colds and TakeToLAXATIVK
you want anything on eartn. you
If
Quinine
BROMO
100
croup, and we tak pleasure in rec Tabiet. lrurglsts ' refund money If can get It through the want column
Snowballs were flying in Albuquerque ytfterduy for Hie first winter in ommending It." For sale by all drug it fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S if The Evening Cltisen. We get
QmomymjU9jej090eKmoaKoajom moeKmmejoejomomoaKmomxmj
gists.
signature is on each box. 26c.
ti long, long time.

the sun shone with its wonted warmth today, The Citizen will be
forced to decline publication to those four bunches of verse submitted to the
The owners
sporting editor yesterday, aeh entitled "The Beautiful Snow."
an secure same by calling on the sporting editor after office hours,
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FURNITURE, RUGS

.60

.
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STRONG BLOCK

body does, and the reasons is obvious.
There you find typical ranch life
with the privations cut out.
There you can rest, read,' walk, ride, drive,
flsh, trap, or Just simply loaf, and no one will bother you.
They
WILLIAM F. BROGAN shoot, everytVng
you could need on such an outing, from cattle and cow
have
MANAGING EDITOR
puncher la easy chairs, and all at your disposal.
scenery,
Most picturesque
beautiful roads and paths, bear or squirrels, as you prefer; good horses, tents,
cabins or houses, fine board and lat and best ot all, a Jolly good crowd
ladles and gentlemen.
RATES
AX1 YOU CAN'T SPI'.XI) MORE THAN NINE DOLLARS A WEEK.
For further particulars, call at The Citizen office, or address Valley
.$5.00
.
.60 Ranch, Pecos, N. M.

PRESIDENT

M.

F.H. STRONG

PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY

W. S. STRICKLER
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The MONTEZUMA GROCERY Co.
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The Montezuma Saloon
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THE BAR OF COMMERCE
I

LIQUORS AND CIGAR-

-

1

Trade

GRADI

!

GIANNINI, Props.
South First Street

ill

FRIDAY. FEIUtlWltY II. ICtJ..
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REAONS WHY

Occidental Life Insurance Co.
Of New Mexico and Arizona
It is a home industry.

It has paid all of its obligations.
It is an Old Line Legal Reserve Company.
It writes the standard policies established by the Laws of
New York, the most exacting ever enacted.

J. H. O'Rielly,
JSec'y and Gen.

President.

WE FILL

Mgr.

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
NUE
COMMERCE

At Consistent

j j

Prices

Our Three Main Lines
Special

We are manufacturers of these
goods and can rule, print and bind

Made
Blank

any

book,

BO OkS

y'e or pattern of blank
eaf heets or devices.

!e

Leaf

--

Devices

fl'o

lU'laj in ji.l.irijr your Kulibcr Stamps.
s we make them hnre in Allutiut'rqu'.
Every liiiKincMH mun can uso to advantage
Usalf u dozen or more of these handy ileviees,
If you are unfortunate enough to live nut- ride of AlltUtter(jue, your mail order will 1'
'refully attended to.

CLOTHES
.

m

7?lZ)Zjt?J
C

totalis JJa
q All
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TIMFMPHS

Clerk Who Entered Opera
While Rehearsal Was on
Coniesses and Then Leaves
it has Just leaked out that tile

IN

Tilt
printed last
spring under a London date line of
May 1. ihe following Interesting dispatch:
"A great artistic triumph has again
been won b,v Paderewski in his recent
tour through the province., a tour
that began late in February and continued for a month, ending the iasi of
March. During this time he was
heard at recitals in Hournewouth,
Cardirf, Cheltenham. Bristol, Hrlght-011- .
Hanley, Oxford, Heading, Birmingham. Sheffield. Itiadfmvl, Newcastle. Aberdeen, Dundee, (ilasgow,
Edinburgh, Liverpool and .Manchester.
"The reports of eaeji of these
eighteen recitals have been practically
the sunie Immense audiences,
great enthusiasm and Paderewski
himself playing better than ever. Special interest Is, of course, felt In his
reappearance, as it is now two or
more years sliK'e ae has been heard in
public, and. as usual, when a great
man takes a much needed rest, all
sorts of rumors are in circulation. It
is. therefore, a matter of congratula
tion to the entire musical world to
know that not only Is Paderewski in
good health, but that
his playing
again shows lilm to be without a rival.
"His own 'Variations and Fugue,'
op. 23, which he played during his
tour. Is based on a strikingly simple
theme, the twenty variations being
most elaborate. The work is said to
he 'of high distinction, mystic and
full of surprise, with many
passages of great beauty, and it exhibits to the full the resource. of the
Instrument a. id Its player." "

I

WOODMEN

'

?

Exhibition at frystal Tlii'ater
Worthy of I'utroimu'.

j

The Franc company's moving picture production of the Passion play
and the life of Christ ai the Crystal
theater 1 an attraction worthy of the
patronage of every man, woman and
child in the city.
The pictures are as fine as, can oe
shown by modern tnoviiiK picture appliances and the coloring i extremely beautlfufl.
The film takes the
dory up at the place where the angel
l
appears to Maty at the
tells
her of the wonderful child that' will
be horn. The child Is ccn In the
manger, ana other scenes depict the
shepherds when they hear the voice
Irom naveu, the start in the east,
the three wUe men following the
star, the finding of the babe, the
flight through Kgypt, Christ as a boy
arguing with the doctor, the holy
family, the baptism of Chrit, the
twelve apostles, the last supper, the
turning of water Into wine, the healing of the flick and the bringing back
to life of the dead, Christ driving out
the money changers, the betrayal and
the crucifixion. All are howw with
.So vivid are
niOKt. lifelike pictures.
the portrayals that the characters are
easily reeognlaed..
The pictures will be seen afternoon
and evening until Sunday night.
wcll-aiii-

FOK

KENT

KESIIECE

202 NORTH EDITH.
TOWN POSTOFF1CE.
SATI

IUAYS

KPEtVAL VtJJ-:-

Fresh Kansas eggs, per dor....
Choice Picnic Hams, per lb....
4 lbs crisp soda crackers
Minute Tapioca, per pkg
Dr. Price' Celery Wheat Flake
Pettljohn's Mreukfast Food ....
Team Borax
Postum Cereal, per pkg
dweet potatoes, per ean..i
Macaroni, per pkg.
2 cans of Sardines in Mayonnaise
2 pieces of Tar Soap. .
.Scouring

Soiup

High Patent

Flour.
THE

AT

APPLY OLD

M

WM. KH'.KI".

p--

r

suck..

.

25c
10c
25c
10c
11c
20c

ir.c
8c
25c
60
5c
11. 85

UK.
ProjH-teior-

.

have found a cjr for the misery malaria poison produces," says
it. M. James, of Louellen, S. C. "If
called Electric Hitters, and comes In
50 cent bottles.
It breaks up a case
of chills or a bilious attack In almost
no time; and it puts yellow jaundice
cleaji out of commission." This great
tonic medicine and blood purifier
gives quick relief In all stomach, liver and kidney complaints and the
.misery of lame back. Bold under
guarantee at All Dealers,
"1

Milliliters
Who
llccit DfuJivl Charter Are
XI 111 Work, ni(.

Uiiiiiiiriiie

N

GALLUP

Hate

1
ilW"
1

The bulldog tenacity, the Mickloil-Ivenes- s
of Albuquerque people has
been demonstrated many times and
In more ways than one, but a etier
exhibition of this admirable quality
was never made than In the ca.--e of
the fight for a charter which the little colony of Modern Woodmen of
America In this city Is making. More
than a year ago a half hundred members asked for a' charter for a lodge.
They were refuseJl by the national organization. Since then numerous requests have been made with the same
result, but Instead of quitting these
half hundred Knights of the Ax organized a little camp if their own
known as Palmer's Social camp. It
grew, gathering in i.lher Woodmen
who had come to the ttrritory from
the states. The request for a charter have been continued und It now
looks as though the charter might be
forthcoming. A muinber of the camp
has gone to l"tnols to appear before
the national committee In lierson. But
what Is more encouraging than anything elte Is the following letter from
the editor of the Modern Woodman,
the official paper of the order. This
letter la as follows:
"Rock Island, IM.. T'eb. 11. ISA'S.
"Mr. Chas. K. Palmer, 715 So. Arno
St., Albuquerque, K. M.
When your
"Ksteemed Neighbor:
letter to Head Clerk Hawes Is brought
before the executive council I will
take pleasure In speaking In favor of
New Mexico and hop to be aide to
write you within ten days that the
executive council has wiueiteJ the
territory committee to recommend the
I "nave
admission of New Mexico.
liked you New Mexico Woodmen because of your Maying qualities, and if
New Mexico Is admitted I want to
have the pleasure of speaking at the
first Woodmen meeting held in
territory. Fraternally yours,
"F. O. VAN OAUDEU.
"Editor Modern Woodman."
The letter will be read at an entertainment to be given by Palmer's Social camp Monday night at Hed Men's
hall. All Woodmen and their friends
will be welcome to attend this entertainment.

ir

Never can tell when you'll mash a
finger or suffer a cut, bruise, burn or
Dr.
Thomas'
scald. Be prepared.
Electric Oil Instantly
relieves the
pain quickly cures the wound.

it
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Coke
& Mill Wood
Mountain Wood
Cedar and Pine
Sawed to any length

SIGHT
GOOD Possession,
and
Is a Priceless
you should not allow youreyes
to be treated except bya competent optician or occulist. I
will tell you free just what
I can do for your eyes, and

W4'"'(l.1H-if

liU ARAN ILL IU UV

FREE

KXAMINATTON

Carnes. Ooh. D.

C. H.

II.

cr:

The Home Restaurant
207 West Gold
Room, Prompt. Courteous Service,
Music While You Kat, Number I Meals

Large,

SAVES
YOU
MONEY

115-11-

South First street.

Well-Lighte- d
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Till.

Dinner

Supper
MRS. M.

We have a fini

Folding

lim-

-

North Second

114-11- 6

"

THE FINEST DINING ROOM AN D CUFFKT
IN .THK CITY

Ave.

W. Gold

r.

The Oxford Hotel

Davis & Zearing
209

6 to 9
Breakfast
12
to 2
Dinner
5:30 to 7:30
Supper
MYERS, Proprlmtruf

25 c
3 jc
35c

Breakfast

lot of shelving,

.

COMING

EVENTS

,

Rates Reasonable

of

Go-car- ts

M. F. MYERS

$2 to $15

February 18 Are You CrasyT
February 10 Vendetta.
April 17The Man on the Box.

&

SONS, Proprietor

i

o

-

NnlHerilc for The ClUxen ami ge

it v

Elks' Theatre

urns,

lie
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We presume that you, have wuni
your arrangements to attend
Ihe
Sioree in the Elks'
hill Thorsdav
evening, Feb. 20, If not do so nnm.

AUTOMOBILE

HKST MEALS
IN CITY

.

ASIA MAYO LKi KSTEK

TOO

''I'lie Toyioaker."
Hmly's San

Francisco
lie. heard
at the Elks' thmtre
Friday night,
February L'o, in "The Toymaker." .has
proven conclusively thttt it is set necessary ler an organization to bear a
New York brand to make good.
The
company now in its second ye;ir has
a string of successes not even
by any collection of singers
hailing fiviri the great white way. Jn
for two years and It .operations coulin.
exclusively 10 ftie
west, the Is! Francisco Opera rm
pany Is regarded ias a home prodnrt
and Its series of box office recordt
held in the h.rthwest Is proof positive of its extreme popularity.
The
San Jose Mercury- of January
had
the following to
of the company
rnalo-r;"in "Tile Toj
'
"The Tiij maker, which is both delightfully ulr and humoi-ousopened at the Victory lat
night. The
Is
up
book and music
to the standard. The story of the piece has to
a
do with
Joluinnus Guggenheimer. a
German of an Inventive mind who
makes toys In the form of Jolls. Most
wonderful skil: nil this maker of
toys, who because of bad eyesight,
sold his own daughter to Frederick,
the nephew of a rich Count Ballen-bermistaking her for a mechanical
Invention which he had constructed
In her imuge. Some of the dolls last
n.ght were exceedingly "attractive,
causing the old gentlemen near the
orchestra to scrutiuiKe most carefully.
The spectucular display In the
first act, showing Uuggenheimer's
marvelous workshop, was effective and
brought the curtutn up mime dozen
times. The costumes were In accord
with the adequate scenic investiture
and there was a snappy, breeiy atmosphere about the show that won
the audience from the sbart.
will

IMXLEY

Siturday morning,

LUDKIW
MASTERPIECE

ONE NIGHT ONLY

Thursday, Feb'y 20
IMtEMEM'S

famously original

KANGAROO GIRLS

MRS.TV1.E. NORRIS

New Songs, Ideas, Surprises

AND

smt 4n

SAN FRANCISCO
OPERA COMPANY

muIo

at

MatwHi't

Itotik

hfetre ua Wednesday, IVb. 13.
75c SI and $1.50

ITimi

fiie

J. P. MORELLI

Toymaker

Ladies' Tailor

DAINTY, DANCING.
DELIGHTFUL OOMIO OI'EHA
SPECIAL FEATURE

"The Beauty Chorus"
sti.la.

MaS ffc
IB,

!

AMWU
O t'KK'Ib.

lVWV

lkl..ii..
W) f
Vi- -

GROCERY SALE

$16.00

Per Month and Up
or by the Week, Day
or Meal.

than ever

TEDDY WEBB

622 West TIJeras Ave.
Bert Barber, of Elton, Wis., nays:
of
"I hava only taken four dose
your Kidney and Bladder PUlf and
they have done for me more than
any other medicine hai ever done.
Mr. Barber refer to DeWitt'a Kidney
and Bladder I'lll. They are (Old by
J. H. O'Klelly Co,
I
I

Subscribe for The Citizen.

Automobile daily to point In
the Estancla Valley. Special car
to Golden, San Pedro and other
points.
Automobile! for rent by the
day or hour In and about the city.
Parties holding- special round trip
tickets to Estancla and return may
exchange them for hourly service
In the city or other points.
For further Information In
quire at the
General Ticket office
and garag-e- , 408 W. Copper ave.,
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Phone

Board and Room

With Gus Weinburg, Ruth
White and over half a hundred others, including the

Original Production
A Veritable Triumph
Bigger, Brighter, Better

FRANK W. HEALY

COMPANY

S4.

Burgomaster

ELKS THEATRE

A

rxXXXXXXXDCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJ

THE

X

-

Furniture

&

MERRY MUSICAL

L.
Kempnilch,
corner
o'clock.
Third street and Vet Central ave.

g,

Columbus Hotel

Y

salespeople for big

NT K I
sale. Apply

FEB. 14

FRIDAY,

AT Till-- :

LATE TO CLASSIFY.

VVA

iy

a scientific preparation of
Kodol
vegetable acids with natural digest-ant- s
and contains the same juices
found In a healthy stomach.
Each
8.000
dose will digest snore than
grains of good food. Bold by J. If.
Porch sats at Kutrell
O Rieliy Co.
store. 110

114
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Phone 25 1

A
lot of shelving,
counters and
show cases for sale, cheap. J. L. Hell
& Co., Whitney's old stand,
7

OXPOIID
IM'FFET.
SATl ItD
NIOIIT FltOM
TO II.

W.

WEST CENTRAL AVE.

ks

Fit EE Tl'ltKEY I.INCII

Frauk

Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

LUMP COAL

FKOM

v

lpera fiimpany, which

$7.50 to $17.50

Per ton of 2,000 pounds

It Is known that Squafflet was suspected of the theft and was sweated
by the police, but not held. He was
seen In the dressing room the hour
of the theft and the next day paid
several bills. Among the bills he palA
the next day was a three-weeboard
bill. The ferreting out of the thief
and the return of the money was a
verv clever piece of detective work.
Mr. Hunt said this atternoeti that
he would take a man to Mountainair
tomorrow to relieve Squafflet.

I

l

T-

ALBERT FABER

$6.50

iversity.

w4

i

Cloned

the cart-tha- t
THE ALLWIN FOLDING
is built just as the mother wants them. Twenty
new patterns for 1908. Beautiful enamel finish.
Prices range from

308-31- 0

Are you looking for Rrvmernlng? Remember the want columns of Th
Kvenlng Citizen are for your eapecia.
benefit.
It talks to the people anu
they talk to you.

S

RT

Reclining
GO-CAR-

BEST

OXFORD
IM'FFET.
SATFItlHV 3
NKillT FROM tt TO II.

TO WIN IN FIGHT

TURES ARE REALISTIC;

Upright

MARK
GO-CA-

On exhibition now at

115-11-

EXPECT

V

Is now fully equip- - I
ped for business, and
solicits your orders.

few-day-

II I EE Tl'ltKEY I.INCII

PLAY PIC- -

PASSION

s

counters and
show cases for sale, cheap. J. L. llell
7
H Co., Whitney's old stand,
South First street.

924

FOLDING

Co.

the university students at the Elks'
opera house recently during a rehearsal of "The C.ifl." and stole I46.7D,
was F. T. Squafflet, at the time a
clerk for A. J. Maloy, the grocery
merchant.
Squafflet ha confessed and the
money has been returned to the students. The loss was divided between
K.
the several students as follows:
1.05;
H. Lane,
36; Kalph Tasher,
IjawrCnce Ic, $9.50, and another student, 20 cents.
Squafflet is now at Mountainair, N.
M., clerking In the general store of
H, It. Hunt,
It Is understood that
to prosecute
the students refused
Squafflet, on the consideration that
the money was returned.
Mr. Hunt, who Is In the city today,
said that he knew nothing of the
theft until he reached the city yesterday. He said that Squafflet came
A
to him well recommended.
ago the man received a note
from someone at the depot at Mountainair. He grew embarrassed when
he read it, but went to Ihe depot, as
the note requested.
"I was told afterwards that the note
was from a detective, who had come
to Mountainair to arrest Squafflet,"
continued Mr. Hunt. 1 didn't believe
the story and defended the boy. What
1
have learned since coming to the
city confirms the story of the visit of
the detective."
The sheriff's office has denied any
knowledge of the arrest and Thomas
McMlllln said this afternoon that he
knew nothing about it. That they
have their money back, however, is
not denied by the students of the Un-

A

312 W. COLD AVE. PHONE

per-

Wanted To loan, seventy-fiv- e
thou
sand (S7.VOOO.0O) dolbirs on Nia
A
cins city real estate
Moiitoya, 215 W. Cold avenue.

Rubbei Stamp Maker

TRaOf

Fuel

son who went through the clothes of

ENGLAND.
Musical Courier

H. S. LITHCO W
Bookbinder

The
Aztec

I

STOLEN FROM

Menibeis of the city council held a
meeting yesterday after-- '
noon and voted unanimously to give
city
engineer
the
and the street commissioner full power to act and call
for what they may need In repairing
the South Second Ft reel sewer, which
Is lutdly I.) need of repair.
E)ig!i1ff-OladdinA told the council
that he believed the cave-i- n below the
postofftce indicated a oreak In the
sewer of at least twenty-fiv- e
feet, and
outlined his plan of tRklhg cure "f the
Second street sower drainage.
He
said that 5ie would place an electric
pump at the alleyway a half block
north of Silver avenue, and draw the
sewage Into an eight-Inc- h
pipe borrowed from M. P, Stamm and carry
It to a manhole on Third street. This
plan was put In operation last night.
The installation of the pump, however, was not completed until noon
today. The work of repairing the
sewer was not begun today. Several
men winking on the sewer have become deathly sick from breathing the
fumes arising from the sewage, it is
thought.
,
PADEKEWSKI'H

flVl?

MOF

e

It keeps the money at home and makes it available to promote local enterprise.
It wrote more business the first year than was expected.

Joshua S. Raynolds,

IN REAL EARNEST

K.mplojcs llceonic III Front
rrenililng sewer tns.

Severn!

CITIZEN

'

WORK ON

SEWER

YOU SHOULD PATRONIZE THE

PRESCRIPTIONS

EVENING

'ALBUQUERQUE

,

1

10

Eatt Coal Avenue

Thos. F. Keleher
OEVOES HEADY PAINT
One (lullon C'ovein (0 .Square Fe
PAIj.METTO HOOF PAINT
sups I.rukx, Iah(8 Mvo Yera.

SATtHDAY, FEB. I, we will com
mence our Cut Price Grocery Bale.
Be sure and get a price list. Come-anexamine the goods and aftes
buying and you are not satisfied we
will cheerfully reurn your money.
Pt. cans log Cabin maple syrup. ISe60c English Breakfast tea
SSe60c uncolored Japan tea
35c
8 bars Swift's Pride soap
2&
8 bars Diamond C. soap
ii-4 cans Sugar Corn
Ztf
2
3'i Ibj prunes
15c Tomatoes large cans
11a

CASH

JAP-A-LA-

408 Witt Relit tad

Anno

Don't Forget The
ALBUQUERQUE

PLANING

MILl

THE OI.IEST .MI1.I. IN THE CTT1
Wlien in
f naiili, door, frainr
elo. hwn work
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Full Set of
Gold FUllotf
$1.50 up
Gold Crowns
$
Palnlettt FxtracUng
50c
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Allen & Vickrey
Plumbing, Tinning and
Galvanized Iron Work
207' E. Central Ar. Phons 1515

DHS, COPP and PETTfl.
KOOM j a. N. T. A.VM1JO BHK2.
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pected that all records will he broken
f.or production during 10.
Recent
Information has been given out that
Mining
the Kansas
company is about to Inaugurate one
of the most aggressive campaigns ever
attempled In the district. The shaft
on the Velvet lease Is now down 510
feet, and the C. O. D. shaft has been
level.
stopped at the
This
accomplished
several
was
work
months earlier than expected, and It
Is now the Intention of the company
to at once begin crosscutting to the
Uold liar vein, a distance of 250 feet,
and to make a new record for actual
work that will astonish even Oold-fiel-

ROWBOAT TO GO OKLAHOMA MAY STOCKS SHOW

ld

NCREASED

ON TRIP

CI1IZEN.

EVENING

Gross Kelly & Co.

300-fo-

HIES

TO SEA

STRENGTH

(Incorporated)

d.

Miners Who Went Througn Congress Will bo Asked to Let Many Rich Strikes In Mining
IrfMik for Free Oold
Sheridan. Wyo.. Feb. 14. It Is unCamps Indicate Greater
Indians Sell Their Coal and
Grand Canyon SceK More
derstood here that the Oold Standard
Mining and Milling company will
Activity to Come
Asphalt Lands to the State
Adventure on Pacific Coast
commence active operations before
N'. tJl'-!"I'al.. Frb. 14.
IKusst-and K. IS. Monet!,
,

dial

S

Wt

the miners
made thf iaaage of
the Colorado river for a distance of
7B2 miles In a sixtd-i- i
foot row boat
JiRhilnc their way through the periCanyon
lous WH'er of the Orand
will not end their trip here, but have
muiiptNl out an aniu.jnK voyage for
their little craft with New York City
as the terminus. The men expect to
Uirt In about a month and hope to
leach New York about Thanksgiving. 1909.
The route the two adventurer purpose to take on their Journey by
wnler to the metropolis will be:
Down the Colon.vdo river, through
the gulf of Lower California into the
l'deilir; then across to the Atlantic
by railroad by way of Tehauntepec or
Panama. From some Atlantic port in
cither Ontn.il America or Mexico, the
traveler. will st.irt north, next entering the Gulf of Mexico nnd hugging
Texas and
the Yucatan, Mexican.
Louisiana shores around to New Orleans. Perhaps the hnrdest part of
the)!' Journey will then be ahead of
tltem. for they propose to face the
Mississippi current in their little
craft, probably turning Into the Illinois river at Alton, III., and rowing
thence through the Chicago ship canal to Iike Michigan. From there the
route will be through the great lakes
to the ,t. Lawrence river, and then
on to the Atlantic ocean again. After a Mop at H:illfix, Nova Scotia, will
come the last leg of the long journey
to New York.
v ho have

t

Ju.--

DELEGATION
WITH

TALKS!
LAND COMMITTEE

M ex tin
ExplainfM Things to
House Memlx
Kelly
About Lumber,
Washington.
Feb. 14. Governor
Curry and the New Mexico delegation
now here had three hours' discussion
with the committee on public lands
yesterday on the very important question to the territory of New Mexico
of the lieu lands, and other important
natter. Governor Curry was compelled to break over his established
rule. When he made a speech for
statehood before the committee on
territories he started by saying that
he never made a speech of more than
ten minutes in his life, but he broke
tils rule ther and he was before the
committee fop more than an hour
yesterday. He acquitted himself very
creditably, anj to the entire satisfaction of the whole New Mexico delegation present, every second of the
time. Attorney Dobson followed
governor and gave the situation inthea
clear, posftive and convincing; man
1

TX-ll- s

Wiil.e

tin- -

d

.n

22-fo-

106-fo-

quoted as saying that the lands were
worth between S5 and $40 an acre.
Would Mean ClieajxT Coul
If these coal resources were controlled by the state the price t coal
could be reduced
the commission believes. This would Increase
the demand for coal. The commission has reliable Information that the
cost of mining coal in the Indian territory district is from 11.25 to not exceeding $2 a ton, and that state ownership Would put the best quality of
coal on the home market at not more
than $5 a ton. Because of the present monopoly the price Is as high as
$9 a ton.
The commission believes that a thor
ough Investigation, running through a
period of a few months, should be
given In order to ascertain the value
of the lands, and that It will not be
beyond the reach of the state to purchase them. The commission believes
it should have the assistance of both
practical and technical experts and
It should have the authority to compel witnesses to give testimony and
should have the authority to inspect
mines in the presence of their experts, and take such measurements
concerning the depth and trend of
the coal as they may be able to do
before any estimate of the value of
these lands can be arrived at.
The asphalt segregation is small
compared to the coal segregation, but
there are large quantities, and of so
valuable a quality that It undoubtedly
would be a splendid asset to the state.
one-thir-

LAS

inti-res- u

ele'-tion- ,

ues

In

gold, silver, lead and copper.

Mr. I'ease Is very jubilant over the
new evidence of the value on this
great property. As the distance to be
run was so short, the natural supposition Is thai the Three Forks vein

has widened very materially, or that
a parallel vein of exceedingly good
width and value is being cut. The
values are found in commercial quantities, and the strike is evidence of
the strongest kind as to the magnitude
and richness of the great Three Forks
lead.

formation C'luuics

VEGAS

HELD TO

GRAND

Fcnr or Mob Action Men Who
Assaulted Olrl Are Taken to
for Safe Keeping.
It'll-llentiii-

..

President Hopewell of the Irrigation congress made a speech and he
Informed the committee plainly that
tie had been the greatest "kicker" of
the whole bunch, and he maintained
nU composure, though It was evident
to his friends that it required some

Felipe
arciu and I'ruclenc'.o Martinez were
to u ml over to await the action nf the
gland Jury In the sum of $10,000 each
by Judge Mills of the district court.
yesterday. C.arcia made a confession
elling of his part in the assault on
Miss Margaret Calling, a telephone
operator, last Monday night. Implicat
ing Martinez in the crime. Miss Car-lin- g
Identified the two men and this
resulted In the court holding them to
the grand Jury.
Garcla's confession was secured
Wednesday night by Sheriff llomero,
assisted by a crowd of citizens, armed
with guns and knives, who appeared
at the Jail. Garcia was taken from
his cell by the sheriff, who told him
that a mob was trying to get him but
that If he would tell him all he knew
about his part In the assault, he (the
sheriff) would defend him; otherwise
he would turn him over to the mob.
Garcia at once told the story of the
assault and the next morning made a
written statement.
For fear that the excited citizens
of Ias Vegas might attempt to injure
the two men, they were taken to the
territorial penitentiary last night by
Captain Fornoff of the mounted police.
M., Feb.

14.

I wish that I might raiK with all
sick ones about the actual cause of

"multi-millionaire- ,"

dls-as-

Iron-stain-

r

Wool Hide and Pelt
Dealers
Albuquerque and Las
Vegas

JURY

lor

Ijiis Vegas,

Grocers

NATIVES

Boise, Idaho, Feb. 14. Contractor Stomach, Heart and Kidney ailments.
Ilulloway, of the McKlnley Gold To explain In person
how weak
to
Stomach
Mines company, reports a total foot Stomach nerves lead
age of it S feet up to and Including weakness, I am sure would Interest
January 1, the total footage for the all. And it is the same with weak
month of January being 250 feet and Hearts or weak Kidneys. This Is why
the present advance 8 feet per day. my prescription Dr. Snoop's RestoEighty feet of granite has Just been rative so promptly reaches ailments
little effort
passed through, and the formation Is of the Stomach, Heart and Kidneys.
H. W. Kelly gave his testimony as
again changing to softer material, It Is wrong to drug the Stomach or
a lumber expert. He said he had a
stimulate the Heart or Kidneys..
which shows the characteristic
mall patch of timber land; but that
rock which had previously These weak inside nerves simply
The was no lumber "baron"
My Restorative
been cut. and which showed gold val need more strength.
nor even
ues of id. IS a ton. It is the general Is the only prescription
made ex
and they had
to watch the corners closely not to
opinion that this material will now pressly for these nerves. Next to see
lose money on their business.
show a liberal Increase in values as ing you personally, will be to mall
you free, my new booklet entitled,
the tunnel goes forward.
I want you to know how much
Ituys a llredge
What To Do." I will also send the
Chamberlain's Salve has done for me.
Cheyenne, Wyo., Feb. 14. The an book today. It wlU sivrely Interest
nual meeting of the American Uold you. Address Dr. Shoop. Box 8, RaIt has cured my face of a skln
e
of almost twenty years' standing.
Placer company, held February 4, re cine, Wis. All dealers.
I have been treated by several as
sulted In no material change of the
management.
mart physicians as we have In this
The president of the
company has been authorized to make
country and they did me no good, but
two boxes of this salve has cured me.
the purchase of a suitable dredge for
early spring operations, and work will
Mrs. Fannie
Griffin, Troy, AU.
Chamberlain's Salve is for sale by all
Ppbscribe for The Citizen sn3 get be hastened as soon as the weather
will permit.
druggists.
The (American Oold
the news.
I'lucer com pa 115' has an extensive
acreage of gravel, which runs from
three to nine feet deep, located on
Douglas creek.
KxMt-- l I tig Strike
Searchlight. New. Feb. 14. The
Quartette Extension mine is making
a record descent In pushing its shaft,
Three relays of men are pushing the
work, and it is expected that the 300
foot level will be gained within the
month. The management fully expects to furnish the next sensational
strike in the Searchlight district.
To KuhIi Work
Mansfield, Ariz., Feb. 14. It is generally undeistood here that within
ten days the contract for the Mansfield Mining company's new smelter
will be let. Plans have been submitted, and It only remains to make the
selection and close up the business
Manager Richmond Is
arrangements.
getting everything ready preparataory
to rushing work as soon as the final
arrangements are made.
Ilrive Drainage Tunnel
Cripple Creek. Colo., Feb. 14. The
work of driving the big drainage tunnel that is being cut at the 3.000-folevel, and which will drain many of
the valuable mines of the district, is
now In charge of Superintendent
of the I lelmonico mine. This
insures the rapid completion of this
big eight-mil- e
SON'S OP GEORGE C. BOWDEN.
bore In a workmanlike
manner. Mr. Mcllwee will divide his
Geo. C. Bowden, of little Rook. Ark., has used Chamlierlain's Couch
time between the sinking of the
for many years, and is seldom without it in the
itemed in his family
shuft, which Is to be pushed
house. lie save: -- ChamWrlaiii's Couku Remedy has proved a jrreat
with all possible vigor to the 1,000-forelief to our boys in their throat and luujf troubles. A few doses of it will
level, and the new tunnel.
ward off a threaten! attack of croup, and a bad cold is quic kly cured by
Nliarp Adiaiiee In Stocks
its use. I take pleasure in recommending it." The prompt cures of colds
K)ldfield. New, Feb. 14. Goldfleld
and croups effected by this preparation, the fact that it can always lie destocks made the phenomenal average
fended upon, ta pleasant to take and contains no opium, chloroform or
advance of nearly 78 per cent during
other objectionable dru. has made it a favorite with the parents of yomur
With the activfive days of January.
children. When you have a coutfU or cold, try it and see for yourself what
ity In stocks comes greater activity at
an excelleut medicine it Is. Price, 23 cenU, Large bize, 50 cenU.
the various properties, and It is ex

ner.

Wholesale

the snow is fairly out of the way. and
that hydraulic mining will likely be
t
attempted
the lower end of
the Little Itig Horn basin In orgravel
away the
der to clear
and small boulders at the outlet of the Little Horn. It Is expected
that considerable free gold will be
taken out at this point, and should
the work prove successful this method will be regularly employed, ulong
with the big dredging operations contemplated.
Find Ilig Ore IWuly
Hrekenrldge. Colo.. Feb. 14. A
raise Is being made from the Oro tunnel level of the Wellington mine
which promises to prove the extension of ore In the Oro in n body of
tremendous size. This raise began on
ore and Is following It in a snoot of
liberal width and good quality. It Is
feet above, besides a great distance
horizontally, which has been covered
by drifts.
If expectations are realized, atid there is promise that they
will
have
will be. the Wellington
proven the possession of what Is regarded ns the largost ore body of Its
kind and quality In the belt.

tenter

of new interest In
Guthrie, okia., Feb. 14. The
chase by the new state of the Choctaw mining for Mime time to come will
district
and Chickasaw segregated coal and likely be the rich silver-leaasphalt land.s will be recommended In of Montezuma, Colo., It will be noted
the report .'f the commission named that stock in old producing camps has
by the constitutional convention to in g line 1 very materially in the past
Coidfield slocks made
vestigate the lands. This report Is thirty days.
almost ready to be filed with the gov an average gain of some 7s per cent
In five days following the resumption
ernor.
to 4r.n,000 of labor, and Cripple Creek stocks
Tho lands amounting
acres have been withdrawn from sale have had a steady gain. Other camps
note increased strength in stocks, all
by Congress and without congressional .sanction the trimU governments are of which is very gratifying to both
powerless to ell them. The commis eastern and western operators. Many
sion will recommend that Congress new strikes are being made in old and
be asked to permit negotltatlnns for new districts, showing that activity
the purchase of the lands by the In mining Is on the increase.
In l ull Action
state.
.Montezuma.
Colo.,
Feb. 14. A
Would Submit It to n Into
great
period of activ"It will become necessary. In all ity is anil productive
during the coming of
probability," the report will say. "for spring certain silver-lead
mines of this
the state to Issue bonds, and as the district. in the
Immense improvements In
question as to (he Issuance of bonds mining methods
are being rapidly Inmust be ubmltted to the people at a augurated: miners
are blocking out
Keneral election, and as there will be and storing away ore;
some are makno general election after this year ing
shipments; prospectors are
until 1910, anil as no great deal of alert,winter
and within a few weeks enorprogress can be niuile In the meanmous amounts of machinery and meij
time until it is known whether the to operate
pouring In. This,
bonds for the purchase of the land" in addition itto will be
the building of railroads
will be Issued, your commission recthe erection of power plains, will
ommends that the proposition be, by and
bring Montezuma under the urc light
the legislature, submitted to the peo- of
public
until some newer
prople at the next general
camp springs into u deserved
viding for the Issuance of bonds in a.i gigantic
With dozens of mines
amount not to exceed $ n.iioo.oiiii. or prominence.
producing; with dozens more choked
as much thereof u may be necessary to
the tunnel muzzle with rich ore
to be used for the purchase1 of these
tramways; with new proslands, providing they can be pur- awaiting
pects reporting strikes in gold, silver,
chased at a reasonable rate."
lead, zinc and copper; with capital
The value of the surface lands is
Into the district in a dozen
estimated at not to exceed $S an acre, pouring
different ways; with mills soon to
and possibly less. In estimating the roar
protest
value of the coal deposits the commis- against out their groaning
sion made no explorations of Its own, capaciousthe slide of ores Into their
hoppers, Montezuma will be
and relied mainly on public docu- in full action,
and a bold competitor
ments and the testimony of such coal against
all comers for first place in
operators as could be Induced to at- point
of profitable production.
tend its hearings. One estimate of
Immense Strike
the deposits was two billion tons,
Slater, Colo., Feb. 14. Mr. U A.
which, at the present rate, would require several hundred years of min- I'ea.se, general manager of the Snake
ing to be put on the market. Carl ltlver Consolidated Mining company,
operating In the Three Forks district,
Scholz, manager of the mining properties of the Kock Island Kallroud has given out the details of an imcompany, fixed the coal values at $5,- - mense strike made while making a
crosscut from the Three Forks
00,000, and the value of the surface
lands at Sii.6no.OUO, making a total tunnel to the shaft. The crosscut was
level,
and
9.000,000. started at the
value of approximately
Charles I). Walcott, director of the within ten feet a large ore body was
United States geological survey, was run Into which carries excellent valpur-

I

Gross Kelly & Co.
( Incorporated)
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YOU CAN SAVE
A checking account will not only help you to spend

BMILY
TRAIN SERVICE
TO

Amarillo
Ro swell
Carlsbad
and all points In
Pecos

V&Uey

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

rmcmcmomomcmomomDmomDmcmomomomomomomcjmomcmommomrimom

I Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works

M. R. HALL, Proprietor
Iron end Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Care; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columna and Iron
Fronts for Bulldlnge.
mttmlrm on Mining and mill Maaainary m rlmlty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. it.

All points In the Valley reached

in one day. Trains leave Albuquerque 7:05 a. m. dally, arriving at Amarillo 10:45 p. m. Roe-we- ll
9:45 p. m. Carlsbad 1 a. m.
Returning leave Carlsbad 4 a. m.,
Roswell 7 a. m. Amarillo 8:30 a.
m. Arriving Albuquerque 10:45 p.
m. Call at ticket office for full

004K5iW4K004KOeX34K3K30(

particulars.

T. E. PURDY, Agent

PEOPLE D)(Q) READ

Cured of Colds and Croup by
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.

your money economically, but it will also aid you
to save money systematically.
When you have a record of every cent you pay out
(which you will have, if you pay by check) you
will be more careful of your expenditures.
A checking account gives you a complete record of
every cent you spend. You get a receipt for each
bill paid. You have safety for your funds and
convenience for your business transactions.)
PAY BY CHECK.

ADVERTISEMENTS
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and Boarding Stable

West Silver Amnio.
ALBUQUERQUE. XKW

S

tl.

Telephone

MaTXTOO.

COAL
r
giplplpl

Ik

fri

AMERICAN BLOCK.
CEKRILLOS LUMP.

ANTHRACITE

Furnace.

Mixed.

Nat
CLEAN OAS COKE.

sjirriiiNo coal.

NATIVE KINDLING.
FOR CASU ONLY.

for

a Dnicirrm. supper

Try some rolls of our baking. Delicious? Well, hundreds of people In
town not only think so but know eo.
Our rolls of several kinds to please
light,
crisp
different people are
and tasty. Suppose you give us ao
order for so many a day for a trial
week.

ARB. READING

Pioneer Bakery,

THIS ONE

THIRD STREET

207 South First St.

ot

Mc-Ilw-

W. O. PATTERSON

AU

WOOD
TELEPHONE

tl.

W. H. HAHN & GO.
Y
MILLINER
TO - DATE STYLE

Uf.

AT COST TRICES

Ladles' Tailoring ano
Draatmaklng

MISS CRANE

SIMM. ameoiKl

Rhom

a4

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Meat Market

LIVERY. SALE. FEKD AND
TRANSFER STABLES.

of Fresh and Salt
8uam Sau.saw Factory.

Horses and Mules Bougnt and Ks
changed.

Kind

Me

K.MIL KLIKNWOHT
Masonic Building. North ThlM Str

Subscribe for
the news.

Ttwi

rtuini

xnu grl

BEST TOURMOUTS

IN THE) CIT.

Second Street between Central
Copper Avenue.

Citizen Want Ads for Results

f

tltllvW. EERItlARY II.

ALBUQUERQUE

K03.

GROWS

ENCINO

AT RAPID

Roswell have purchased the ranch
known as the Mar V, about thirty
The cattle
miles west of Portalew.
ranch was a imrtnershlp known as
Cattle Co. John C.
the Cass Land
Knapp of Kansas City. Mo., was the
O. II. Watson lias
largest holder.
been elected manager.

New Town on Cutoff Rapidly

Acquires Population and
Business Enterprises
Although the town of Enelno on
In only six months
the Helen cut-oold, It already has a population of
200 and is (trowing at a, rapid rate,
whllo new enterprises keep pace with
the development of the surrounding;
country. The town was platted by
Honifacio galas.
It contains among other enterprises
a general merchandise store owned by
tl. W. Bond and Company, with R. C.
Dillon, formerly of the Gross-Kell- y
company of Albuquerque, as manager.
hop Is an addition to
A blacksmith
the town and a pnstofnee Is a convenience which has been installed.
The Santa rum built a commodious
depot.
The country surrounding Knclno Is
a good farming community and corn
anil beans are the principal products,
although practically anything can be
raised. More than a thousand ranches
get their supplies from the town.
Water Is found at a depth of ten to
ninety feet, and the soil Is rich und
productive.
The principal need of the new town
Just at present Is a good hotel and
restaurant, as there Is no place at
A
which transients can stop now.
hotel would be a paying proposition.
Buys Itullroiul Ijuml
M., Feb. 14. Benjamin
Portales,
TaJmadge, representing capitalists of
Geneva, Xeb.. and Kansas City, has
purchased 22,000 acres of land from
the A., T. & S.F. railroad. The land
Is a strip two miles wide extending
from the stock yards south of town
to the Texas border.
The strip was
formerly used by the railroad as a
cattle trull from Texas points to the
railway.
The purchase Includes some of the
best farm land in Koosevelt county
and will be sold In small tracts to
colonists. The price paid to the rail
road Is stated to be 1135.000. Divided
Into small farms the tract will easily
The opening of
sell for J350.000.
this land will be of great benefit to
this town and county.
Waldo Snyder, formerly agent of
the Eastern Railway of New Mexico
at Dexter, has been transferred to this
place, vice John Kendrick. .resigned,
who will enter the auditor's office at
Amarillo, Texas.
Mr. Joe Lewis, a prominent ranchman of this county, has returned
from Gonzales, Texas, where he has
been at the bedside of his wife, whose
Illness and death occurred the latter
part of January.
V. G. Urton and Zenas Leonard of
ff

BUILDINGS.
TROPOSALS FOR
Department of the Interior, Office of
Indian Affairs, Washington, D.C.Jan.
plainly
10, 1908, Pealed Proposals,
marked on the outside of the envelope "Pronosals for Buildings.
8an
Juan School, N. M.," and addressed
to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. Washington. D. C. will be received at the Indian Office until 2
o'clock p. m., February 18, 1908, for
furnishing materials and labor to
construct school building and hospital at the San Juan school. New
Mexico, In strict compliance with the
plans and specifications which may
the ofbe examined at this office,
fices of the New Mexican, Santa Fe,
N. M.; Citiien, Albuquerque, N. M.;
Durango, Colo.;
Evening Herald,
P.ullder and Contractor, Los Angeles,
ExCalif.; Builders and Traders
changes, St. Paul, Minn., Minneapolis,
Minn., Omaha, Nebr.; Northwestern
Manufacturers' Association, St. Paul,
Minn.; U. S. Indlnn Warehouses at
Chicago, 111., St. Louis, Mo., Omaha,
Nebr., and at the school. For further information apply to Wm. T.
Shelton. Supt.. Shiprock, N. M. C. F.
LARRABEE. Acting Commissioner.
XOTK K FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan.

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH
I

FOR RENT Nicely furnUhed, sunny
rooms, over postofflce. Mrs. II. E.
WANTED
Sherman.
FORRENT Two nice sunny rooms,
Ironing
and
facing south, with board. Apply at WANTED Washing
lace
for hand laundry
curtains
615 East Central avenue.
from 25c per pair up, first class
FOR RENT Typewriters, all kind.
work guaranteed. Drop a postal to
Albuquerque Typewriter Exchange
408 W. Tijeras or phone 1045. We
215 West Central.
call for and deliver goods anywhere
rurnlshed
Nice
clean
FOR RENT
In town.
rooms, modern. 309 H West CenWANTED tJenllenun and wife detral avenue.
sire- a good, clean,
lighted
well
FOR RENT Brlgh sunny rooms for
room, with privilege of kitchen for
housekeeping; rent, reasonable, 624
breukfast. Must be close In. ParWest Central avenue. Inquire In
ties well known In the city, not
rear.
health seekers. Will be no trouble.
FOR RENT Minneapolis, 824 So.
Address C. C. C. care C'itiscn office.
Second St., rooms for lighthouse-keepingoods.
second
Also bed rooms. Cheapest WANTED Gents'
hand clothing, shoes and hats at
In city.
of
515 South First street, south
FOR RENT Large sunny front
viaduct. R. J. Sweeney.
S.
Broad809
room with board.
WANTED Ladles desiring millinery
way.
at cost for next ten days call on
FOR RENT 3 nice modern rooms,
Miss C. P. Crane, 615 North Seo
Millinery and dressond street.
for light housekeeping. Apply 410
making parlors. Phone 944. Ap
North Second.
prentices wanted.
FOR RENT 3 nice rooms still va- WANTED Able bodleo. unmarried
cant, with first class table board,
men. between ages of 21 and $6;
from $16 per month up. Apply llo
citizens of United States, of good
character and temperatt habits,
E. Coal. Mrs. Morris. Sick people1
can speak, read and write
who
accepted.
English. For Information apply to
Recruiting Officer, 20S E. Central
FOR SALE
Ave., Albuquerque, New Mexico.
g.

of-

17,

1908.

Notice la hereby given that Juan
Hllarlo Lopez, of Cubero, N. M., has j
filed notice of his Intention to make
final five-yeproof In suport of his
Entry No.
clar.ri, viz: Homestead
4308, made" April 17. 1901, for the
EV4 SEtt. Section 31. Township 11
N.. Range 8 W., and that said proof
will be made before George H. Pradt,
V. S. Commissioner, at Laguna, N.
M., on March 16. 1908.
WANTKTV-apabl- e
nven to fill ex- He names the following witnesses
ecutlve, technical, office and merRema
SALE:
sacrifice
At
FOR
to prove his continuous
residence
We can place
cantile positions.
ington typewriter, like new. Miupon, and cultivation of. the land.
you in the position for which you
Al$16
Central.
West
Studio,
lieu
qualified.
are
Southwestern BusV
vie:
ness Association 201 East Cen- buquerque, N. M.
Jnse Abeita, Vlctorino Montano,
tral avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
(orgonlo Fifueroa, M. T. Otero, all FOR SALE Some good bargains in
Phone 257.
of Cubero. N. M.
frame cotreal estate: A
MANUEL R. OTERO.
tage with bath o South BroadFOUND
LOST
Register.
way, $1500; a
frame coto
tage. W. Central ave., close In;
HAIK DRESSER AND CIIIKOPO
$1100, easy terms-- , two good busiFOUND A lap robe. Inquine H.
DIST
ness lots on W. Central between
Scott, Singer Sewing Machine ofMrs. Bambini, at ner parlors
con3rd and 4th; a new four-roofice..
the Alvarado and next door t
crete house, $1354; three lots each
Sturge.s" cafe, Is prepared
to gtv
on
A bay pony, branded
FOUND
50x142 on E. Central avenue, $200
thorough scalp treatment,
do hat'
left hip and shoulder. Right hind
dressing, treat corns, bunions and In
for all three. And a long list of
foot white, stars In forehead. Call
growing nails.
snaps of all kinds. A. "Fleischer,
She gives masr
at 110 East Gold and pay for this
treatment and manicuring.
212
Insurance,
estate
real
and
notice.
Bambini's own preparation of com
South eeond streot.
plexlon cream builds up the skin and
U
Improves the complexion, and
FOR SALE A Drand new Stevens'
guaranteed not to oe Injurious. Sh
single barrel shot gun, never fired.
also prepare a hair tonic that cure
A high grade and strictly up to
and prevents dandrufT and hair fall- s
data gun. Inquire at The Citizen Will teach hair dressing, manicuring,
ing out; restores life to dead
office.
facial and scalp treatment, also how
moles, warts and superfluous FOR SALE Best business proposl
to manufacture hair goods. ParlS'
hair. Massage treatment by vibrate
lan Beauty Parlors, 312 West Cen
tlon In city at 75c on $1. About
machines. For any blemish of tn
$1,509.
Address H. S. , Citizen. , tral Ave.
face call and consult Mrs. Bambini
'

ar

j

'
'

BARGAINS IV RANCH PROP- EltTV.
Three ana a half acres first
class cultivated land, right on
main ditch, three miles north of
town, price $300.00. Easy terms.

o o o

Four and a half acres on main

road, under high state of cultivation, well fenced, 2H miles north
Easy
of town. price $500.00.
terms.

o o o

land,
Ten acres of very good
three miles north of town, price
$500.00 cash.

o o o

good
Eight acres In alfalfa,
fence, adobe house, four and a
half miles north of town, price
$600.00 cash.

and

o o o

Seven acres good land, all level
under
snd under ditch, partly
cultivation, one mile from town,
on main road, price $1400.00 cash

o o o

Sixty-fiv-

e Gtizea

lit

rvZi

cis;i"

vn

f

v--

acres of the best land

per acre, terms: one half down,
balance In one or two years at 8
per cent.

Miscellaneous

t

e

In the Rio Grande valley, all under cultivation (25 acres In alfalfa), four wire fence, on main
ditch, title perfect, price $65.00

lr

WANT AD In

ri

reas-onahl- e.

m

TELEPHONE IS

HI

Furniture, Pianos, Organs Horss.
Wagons and other Chattels also on
SALARIES AND WAflEHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
$200. Loans are quickly, made and
Time: One month
strictly private.
to one year given. Goods remain In
your possession. Our rates are
Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms I and 4, Grant Bldf.
$03 H West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES
Open Evenings.
On

five-roo- m

five-roo- m

o o o

j

And a great many others from
one to two hundred acres.

A. MONTOYA
Ileal Otate and Loans. Notary
Public. tlS XV. Gold Ave,

Pal Pinto Wells Mtnera! Water
cures and prevents constipation. Ask
your grocer for It.
OOOOCXJOtXXXXXXXXYXJOOfXXXJO
0
Grippe Is sweeping the country.
For Sale at a Bargain. FurStop It with Preventlcs, before It gets
niture mm! lease 12 rooms,
deeply seated. To check early colds
modern rooming house.
Candy
Cure
Cold
with these little
safe.
surely
Is
sensible
and
For Sale Bargain one store
Tablets
building. SOxlOO feet, two
Preventlcs contain no Quinine, no
laxative, nothing harsh or sickening.
stories and basement.
Pneumonia would never appear if
For Rent Store building on
early colds were promptly broken.
West Central ave. A snap.
Also good for feverish children. Large
box, 48 tablets. 25 cents. Vest pocket
boxes 6 cents. Sold by all dealers.
The best remedy known today for
a'i stomach troubles Is Kndol, which
Is guaranteed
to give prompt relief.
It is a natural fdlgestant: it digests
what you eat, it Is pleaant to take.
Sold by J. H. O'Rielly Co.
A WOMAN'S

M. L. SCHUTT
219 South

2nd Strict

The At 'lie
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MADE FOR SERVICE
IN THE ROUGHEST WEATHER
ABSOLUTELY
ANDOUARAATTEED

J
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A little want ad, day by day,
4

Does the work you draw the pay.
It sees the peop'e you don't know,
And helps you make your business grow.

j

WATERPROOF

PHYSICIANS
V. M.

SHKHI0AJJ, SI. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
Occidental Life, Itulldlng.

estate or a stock
of merchandise

Trtnhone 8H.

DH. V. 4. PATCJUX

that you will exchange

PhytVlan anil Surgeon.
OfAcM over Vanii Drug Store. Office hour
In II . nt.,
in ft, an4
7 to 8 p. rti. Phone, office 441, na
liicnoe 05.

for other real estate or
business opportunities do
not fail to talk with us.
We have a number of
splendid trading propositions on hand today.

i

011. II. L.

A very desirable
ern

Rooms 6 A

feet frontage,

res-

DENTISTS

barn,

DR. J. E. CRAFT
Dental Surgery.
Rooms 3 nnil S, Burnett Ilullilln
Over O ltlclly's Drug more.
ApiKilntmcnts mucin by mall.
Phone 744.
EDMUND J. AIjGER, D.

erty and $800 cash will
handle this place.
We have a customer for
resia four or
dence close in, also need
more houses to rent.
Our facilities for doing a
large business are the
very best, and we can
handle your real estate
to your entire satisfac
tion.
List your property with
us today.

30H

350
Thit rode

morlt
ond the word
Tower on the
button distinguish this hiah
qrade slicker frost
tot jutt as oood

brand

8.

Appointments made by mall.
Went Central Ave. Pbone 45.

LAWYERS

m

BRYAN.

V. D.

at Law.

Attorney

First National Bank Building.

Office,

Albuquerque. N. M.

,

E. W. DOBSOX
Attorney at Law.
Office, Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque. X. M.
IRA M. BOXD
Attorney at Lew.
t
Pensions, Incl Patent. CopvrlsrhM
Caveats. 1'it.r I'ateutM. TriMie
Murks, t'laiiiut.
32 F. street, X. SI. Yuhln?ton. D. C

MISCELLANEOUS

REAL ESTATE
& INVESTMENT
COMPANY
201 East Central
Avenue

SOUnPiVESTERX LAW AND COL-LECTIOX AGENCY.
(Bonded)
Ofltce Room 1, X. T. Arailjo Illclg. .
Hugh J. Collins, attorney at law.
C. W. Granner, general
manage
and claim adjuster.
Phone 659. Albuquerque, New Met;
F. W. SPENCER

Architect.
1221 South Walter.

Albuquerque

Phone

&5S.

FRENCH & ADAMS
.
UXDERTAKERS.
Lady AsMistant.
Embalming a Specialty.

FOK Pl'HI.ICATIOY.

Department of the Interior. L'nlted
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 8, 1908.
Notice Is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof In support of his claim under
sections 16 and IT of the act of March
.1.
ltm (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of
February 21, 1893
(27 Ktals., 470), and that said proof
will be made before J. M. Luna, Probate Clerk, at Los Lunas, N. M.. on
March 17. 1H08, vli: Mariana Chavei
de oi.vo, for the Small Holding Tract
No. 2547, in Sec. 36, Township 7 N.,
Itange 2 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous adverse possession of said tract for twenty years
next preceding the survey of the
township, vis:
Kstaniladn,
oiero. Ouillermo Oro-nAnlceto Aragon y Garcia. Bernardino Kedlllo, all of Peralta, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
agatnrt the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
proof Khould not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
il
e'
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, anil to offer evidence ln rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MAXl'KL R. OTERO,
Register,

K. D. SIADDISOX
Attorney at - La w.

THOS.

--

wlUi W. B. Chllcler.
117 West Uold Avenue.

Offline

INSURANCE
B. A. SI.EYSTF.IC

Insurance. Real Estate, .Votary
Public.
Rooms 12 and II, Cromwell I (lock.
Albuquerque, X. SI. Phone 136.
E. WALKER
Fire IiiMtiramv.
Secretary Mutual Building Aoctatk
Z17 went return I Avenue.
A.

a.

I.

What to
When BUIous.
The right thing to do when you
feel bilious Is to take a dose of Cham'
berUMn's Stomach and Liver Tablets.
Ittey will cleanse the stomach and
regulate the liver and bowels.
Try
It. Price. 25 cents. Samples flee at
all druggists.

Highland Livery
llAMIiKOOK BROS.
1
2 John m
Phone 500.
Saddle horses a specialty.
Be
drivers In the city. Proprietors
wagon.
"Sadie," the picnic

ahove-mt-titionecross-examin-

o

VETERINARY
WU.I.IAM

HELD EX

Veterinary.
Surgery and lntltry a Specialty.
4i)i South Edith Phone 40&.
DR. II. 1). PETTIFOUD

Veterinary.
Practices Therapeutics, Surgery and
on
obstetrics
Horses, Cattle, Sheep
Hog. Dogs and Cat. Office with
Thornton, the Cleaner, 121 North
Third. Phone
Hospital
460.
and
Residence. 733 South Walter. Resi
dence phone, 620.

THOItNTOX, TIIK CI.KAMJt.

1

Located at 121 North Third street
The only real steam cleaning plant In
the southwest.
We are now better
prepared than ever before to clean
A Higher Health
anything that is cleanable. la cleaning, pressing and repairing clothes,
"I have reached a h'gher health we take the front seat. All we ask
level since I began uing Dr. King's is a trial. All work guaranteed. SecPills,'
New
Life
Jacob ond hand clothing bought and soli'
writes
Springer, of West Franklin. Maine. Goods called for and delivered
on
"They keep my stomach, liver and short notice. Phone 460.
bowels working Just right." If these
pilla disappoint you on trial, money
The reason we do so much HOCGH
will be refunded at All Dealers.. 23c. I'HV work la because we do It right
o
and at the price you cannot afford to
I'FK'S DFJ.H IOI si HOT riim). have it 1nn at horns
I.ATK.
IMPKKUL HrXDKV.
AUO s Dill (a TOIlK.

ICILLtheCCUCK

CURE the LUKCa

lA-y-

POMMEL
SLICKERS

I.

Office hours, 0 a. ni. to 13:30 p. m.
1:30 to & p. m.

stow

Phone 257

HulKllng.

DHS. BROXSON & BROXSOX
Itonteopathlo Pliyslclans
anil Snr
geons. Over Vann'si Drug Store.
Phone, Office and Res.. 62R.

trees and nice lawn, that
will be exchanged for a
smaller residence. A
$1,200 residence prop-

five-roo-

7. X. T. ArmUo

i

PhygleUn and Surgeon.
Highland Office. 810 South Watte
Street. Phone 1030.

idence of eight rooms,
well located, on lots with

J00

Surgeorr.

Pit. SOIiOMOS L. BURTON.

mod-

frame

tvvo-sto- ry

HIS I

riiysielan ami

Who can match
this one?

NOTICK

HACK.

and Pains Will Disappear
If the Advice til This Albuquerque
Cithern Is I'oIIohmI.
A woman's back has many aches
anil pains
Most times 'tis the kidney's fault.
Kackache Is really 'kidney ache:
That's why Doan's Kidney Pills
cure It.
Wm. Sangulnette. living at 415 N.
Sixth St., Albuquerque. N. M.. says:
"My wife suffered a great deal with
pains In her back, which became severe when necessity required even a
slight strain on the muscles of the
back.
If she would swep she complained of her back aching. Some
ago she was advised to
years
three
use Doun's Kidney Kills and procured
a box. They afforded her quick and
genuine relief and from that time on
she has appealed to them as occasion
might require and always obtained
We are
moal satisfactory results.
convinced that there Is nothing more
effective for disordered kldneya than
Doan's Kidney Pills."
For sale bv all dealers. Price 60c
Foster-Milbui- n
Co.. Buffalo. M. T.,
sole agents for the United Stales.
Remember the name Doan's and
18.
take no other.
DeWltt's ('arbollzi'd Witcl.
Salve Is especially good for pll. Sold
by J. II O'Rielly Co.

OPPORTUNITIES

MONEY to LOAN If you own real

j

DeWltt's Early Risers,
little pills. They are easy to
take. Sold by J. 11. O'Rielly Co.

ii?

personal property loans

FOR SALE Ten pounds extracTM
honey for $1; 40 pound can for IS.
Order by postal. W. P. Allen, P. O.
Box 202, Albuquerque, N. M.

FOR RENT

Use

A Little

r.c;F, sevew

CLASSIF IE P A D 3

Constipation cure headache, nausea, dlziiness, languor, heart palpitation. Drastic physics gripe, sicken,
weaken the bowels and don't cure.
Doan's Regulets act gently and cure
your
25 cents.
constipation.
Ask
druggist.

RATE

rniZT.S.

EVENING

Dr. King's
New Discovery
wi

nnrus

rnn
AND Al

Q

,

"Biro oo. II
frae!

THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

UAKANT0

I

L

SAl'ISyAOXOUY

OB nLQNJLx IUCFUJWDEIX

r.

r ALBUQUERQUE

r

EVENING

CITIZEN.

PERSONAL.
l'ARA GRAPHS
!

thp nnm implies.
nE25JW'
Just rifcht In style itrrnrilliiR to Ihe tn test diet ova "f lnme Fah.
Inn from the smart toe to the dainty heel
Jut right in fit. Snug armuiri the hoi! to keep the foot from
pupping; i'loe tlttiiiK under the nrrh a ml over the instep to give
your body the proper support; roomy over the toes to Insure east.
nor any
No unnecessary pressure- anywhere to cause discomfort,
surplus leather to form unsightly wrinkles.
Just riKht In quality. Made of well tented materials by expert
workmen, they give excellent wear nud hold their hape.
Just rli;ht In price. In our own interest we ask a little for our
nhoes as we possibly can. since we not only want to get your trade
bin want to hold it.
It rertainly will be worth jour while to Investigate the claim
o make.
4,
In all

-

t I.H.I

to $5.00
1.50 to 5.IM
1.00 to 2.50

KltOM
1'ltOM

.'niOM

to Eat

Good Things
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sioki;i urcni' Toxtu

Ks
SMOkKD WKINF.lt MAl'KACiK
SMOKI.II
IKMONK SAl'.
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Ol'lt
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NKt'lVIIKTKI.,

Oil I Kit
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st

Delicatessen line you will
always find it at our

WHITNEY S OLD STAND

yon.

The first thing In the morning you
think of is breakfast, and the next
Is the Richelieu grocery for breakfast
foods. Here are a few. Maple Flake.
Berries.
Wheat
Wheat.
Cracked
Grains of Gold, Pettlohn's Breakfast
Food. Scotch Oats, Friend's Oats,
Royal Seal i Oats, Elijah's Manna,
Quaker Oats. Puffed Rice.
C. P. Heaton, general sales agent
for the American Fuel company, ar
rived in the city this morning from a,
business trip to southern Arizona and
El Paso. Mr. Heaton says that snow
fell In Preseott and Tucson early In
the week and a hard rain visited
Phoenix, causing great mortality to
invalids. There was a light fall Of
snow at El Paso yesterday.
Colonel D. K. B. Sellers left last
night on a ouslness trip to California.
The matter of securing names for
the Albuquerque business men's trade
excursion, which Colonel Sellers had
charge of, has been turned over to
Raymond Stamm and II. B. Hening,
and anyone caring to place their
name on the list may do so by seeing or notifying either of these men.
A Raymond-Whltcom- b
special train
carrying 113 New Englanders touring
the southwest, stopped In the city between 12 and 1 o'clock today. The
train was en route west. A second
special, a Gates excursion, with a
large number of people from the central states Is scheduled to arrive In
the city this evening at 9 o'clock. This
train will come from the south and go
west from Albuquerque.

store.
Our Bakery Department caters especially to
your wants. There is a
reason for the superior-it- y
of flavor.

Egg-o-Se-

Hot Rolls
Every day at 5 o'clock

THE

mini

Good Things

.

Rallroat. Avenue
W

TAXIDERWliST
FUR BEARERS TRAPPED TO ORDER
Birds and Animals Mounted True to Life.
Moth-Proo- f

210 WEST COLD

to Cat

DIAMOND PALACE

.Diamond", Wttdm, Jewelry. Cut (ilnsM. Clucks, Silverware,
'tnvhe yoar trade and guarantee A Square Deal.

and Permanent. Work Guaranteed

Eo Ro

COBB

ALBUQUERQUE.

The Jaffa
Grocery
Company

ROOIS

N. M.

FOR, RENT.

10T.

Dutchess

The Best
Trousers
Money can buy

at

$1.75,
$2.50,
$2.75, '
$3.00,
$3.50
JWTCHESS TROUSERS
give Style, Comfort and
Service at moderate Cost.
10 Cent a Button; $1.00 a
Rip.

All the most
popular colors

just placed
on sale

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

C.

kind uf

i-

notwitli-tuiiiliiu-

fa--

t

-

See Window Display

SIMON STERN
THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

STANDARD'

to

S. T. VANN
DOCTOR

VANN

Or OPTICS

JEWELRY

One Door South of

CO.

Drug Store.

gPFf

3

West CenttaE

412 WEST CENTRAL AYE.
PHONE CI

WE GUARANTEE
Full 2,000 Pounds

CRYSTAL THEATRE

In every ton of coal leaving our yard, and have

EXTRA
Foun nk;uts, commkn'cimj

'

THURSDAY, FEB.

Original

as

Reproduction
Imm. Given at

ExaUy

Hand Colored. Maying

nciurea.

JO, 20
SMVla!

AND 30 CENTS

.Ma line

for Children Satur
day Afteruoou.
ROCGIl IKY.
Do you know wht tht means? If
not ask our drivers to explain It to

No Cftarga tor Conntltot.oit
31 N. T. Armljo Bulldln

Tuli'luno

065 and 054.

al-

ways made this guarantee. The following ad, or one
similar to it, appeared for years in both our daily
pers.

2,000 Pounds Guaranteed or a Present
Made of the Coal.
We defy any individual, firm or corporation to truthfully say that short weight was ever given to any of
our customers.
WE HANDLE THE BEST Gattup Coal, American
Block, Crested Butte Hard Coal, Furnace, Stove and
Nut. Also Mill Wood. Mountain Wood, Kindling aad
Coke.

JOHN S. BEAVEN

5021f

Sooth First

you.

IMPKRIAIi

KMMMtY

COMPANY

os

OR. C. M. CONNER
OBTKOPATMIC PHYSICIAN AND
UURQMON
All Curmblm
Osaass
Trmf4.

SI

THE GREAT MAJESTIC.

321-32-

OBERAMMERGAU

glasses that will make them right.

1

Wagner Hardware Co.

Prices the liest for which our
high grade work may be done

In Ileautifui,

on me and let me fit them with

U

$68.

Every Tap of Work
Standard In Quality

are not right call

If

Just as soon as an improved feature makes its appearance in the science of stove building, the idea is at once applied to this range, with the result that the Majestic of today represents all the best features of all makes. ,In addi
tion iu tins, it is con
THE GREAT MAJESTIC.
structed of material that
?y
to all common purposes
is unbreakable.
It will
X:
save you time, fuel and
n
work;, and produce the Id
AJrSTIC
NJUUTK I
mtg, CO.
art. co. 9
n
ISnjUIS
best of results Buy a Ma- "1
IT.UU1S
pj
jl
you
will
never
jestic
need another.

HEATING GO.

The

RHEUMATIC FOlJtS.
Are You Sure Your Kidneys are Well?
Many rheumatic attacks are due to
acid from th blood. Its presenoa there
shows the kidneys are inactive. Don't
dally with, "uric acid solvents." You
might go on till doomsday with them,
but until you cure the kidney you
will never get well. Doan's Kidney
Pills not only remove uric acid, but
cure the kidneys and then all danger
from urlo acid la ended.
Anselmo Armljo, living at 124 Cer-rlllstreet, Santa Fe, N. M., says:
"For several years my wife suffered a
great deal from backache, pain in
the back of her head and rheumatism.
Medicines that she used proved of little or no avail until she commenced
with Doan's Kidney Pills, which we
had the good fortune to learn of and
procured
a box at Ireland's Pharmacy. The genuineness of thla medicine as a cure for the kidneys waa
amply proven In her caae. After using
live uoxea she waa a well woman and
has enjoyed good health ever since.
I make this s t axemen t unsolicited being prompted to do so that I may
show my appreciation of this remedy,
Doan's Kidney Pills."
For sale by all deallers. Price S0o
Foster-Milbur- n
Co.. Buffalo. N. Y
n
for the 1'ntted States.
o'
lUBMmbor & name Doan's and
take no outer.

if Majestic Range

$61,.00

THE PASSION PLAY

EYES
RIGHT!
your eyes

I

PLUMBING AND

counters
and THE FRANC CO. W'lI.L PRESENT
show cases for sale, cheap. J. I.,. Bell
& Co.. Whitney's old stand.
7
South First street.

ATTENTION!

There are no better ranges in the world than 8

--

lot of shelving,

115-11-

Copyright,

diths,

Writ; for circular A.
P. Taneyhill,
ik'ahoma City, Okla.

sired.

e,

Nicely furnished rooms with use
of bath, steam heat and all conveniences. No Invalids. Hotel Craige.
Silver avenue.
A

4r

Im- -

1

.

1

When you want good
Groceries or something
special in the Grocery or

9

vt

a trifle mrly to la Ik Spriiuf gntHiH. but
It inny
l tell
;
tliat
thv
that a great many mi'tvliaa
haw cut tlvn tliiiir Spring oiilcrs. - rnlt show you large auil
lantes- aMitiii-ii- t
than evr. a tnmtitv Co uliow tlM'm to' yon.
you

Al-vara-

I.IMHKIK.KIC.

Hardware - Plumbing

NEW SPRING SUITS

J. Morelli

I

KIAM.
11KKK.

CO.

Shirts, Ncvkwear, Ifoxfc-ran,
ami hnre phMity 0f

triv.

com-mande-

IXCI.CDK.S:

CAMK.MRKUT,
StUI.OSSS,
AND A IMK.KN

J. L. BELL

lal values also In l iulcrwcar.
AVe have Jnwt nnl-Ji.ilv-- .
sraKMiable gxwxls at bargain
SM

Formula

nt

K

iriv., inc.

KIIH'K

Per Cent

331-- 3

Dr. Vaucaire's

FKKSII MVKK SALSA;i:
CKltVAI.KT SAlS.MiK
SAU.MI SAI SAGi:

208 South Second

20 to

..

iu:mi

SAC-SACi-

Miss Lutz

DRAUGHON'S

A.

gol

in a

time to Fwy iiKHl.tini vt eight SiUta and Overcoats.
Wo Iwv 2.10 of Until oil Sale. (MmnN wlik-l- i yon can wear
n.mrly
nil the year amuiwl nmt tm-- e
vo'itiril lluni in irkv all tiie way
from -

vw-atto-

i . mm
KNACK S.lHAiK
SMOKI11 ItlXCi N.U'S.VOF.
SMOKF.I
;iMSK I. IVl.lt

left and they must be sold regardless of
cost to moke room for spring goods

4

'

Xv

ti

Grocery
Company

s.iK

Winter Hats

by Congress forbidding railroad
operators working more than nine hours a
day, has created demand for about 30,000
more telegraph operators than can now be
secured. Kallroad companies have cut railroad wires Into Telegraphy Departments ol

nichelieu coffee at the Illohelieu
Practical Business Colleges. '
grocery U the bent In the city.
booklet, "Why
for
Telegraphy?
"The Burgomaster" cnmpany ar- call or address Jno. t . lant
ITes. at
rived from l.os Veg;u in a special car D Hm,
Antonta, DaflM or Kansas City.
attached tu train No. 3.
FU8INR8S men say DRACGHON- -s Is THE
Superintendent F. 1.. Myers of the BEST. THRKK
months' bookkeeping by
Klc Grande division of the .Santa Fe. I'KAUGHOVS copyrighted methods equals
SIX
els"where.
75
to
of the U. S. COURT REreturned
the city this morning from
PORTERS write the Shorthand Draughon
a trip over his division.
WrtteforprtcesonlessonslnHliort-hand- ,
George H. Van Stone, manager of teaches.Ronk
keeping, IVnmanshlp, etc., BV
th
Hughes .Mercantile
company SMIL Or T COLLEGE.
(X)lleges In 17 mates.
stnres lit Kstnndii mid Moilarty. xpcnt POSITION seen red or30MONK V HACK. RnteS
aay ttsae; no
today here on business.
Catalogue t'REK.
A. Li. Kankiti, dlagnoser of trains
which do not make schedule time,
spent last night in the city and left
this morning for the east.
C. H. Elmfor.l and Mrs. Clurksnn
MERCHANT TAILOR
returned to Klmdorf.
M...
last
night, after having spent several days
Ladies' and ( Jcntleiut n's Suits
In the city visiting .and shopping
A valentine social will be given at
Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired
the A. M. K. church thU evening.
IOS NORTH FIRST STREET
will be served and everybody is Invited. Admission free.
There waa another light fall of
snow here last night. The mountains
are perfectly white and presented u
beautiful scene this morning In the
early sunlight.
The ladle of the . A. It. will give
a
chicken dinner at Odd Fellows" hall Saturday, February 15. Dinner from ll.:3U to 2; supper from 5
by
Recommended
Mrs.
Henri
to 7:30, Everybody come.
Symes. to develop the bust from 4
to I inches.
Special conclave of Pilgrim
No. 3, K. T., this evening.
Guaranteed to be made from tha
Work in R. C. degree. All visiting true Galega Extract.
is perfectly
haimlesa.
By order
Sir Knights re welcome.
!
no
tTnrmnla
Von
Th
dsn a a
r.
of em. commander.
Harry Braun,' tonic, but it
has a specific effect upon
recorder.
75
cents. For sale by
Frank Trotter Is the only thing the bust. Price
do
that' old In the Itlchelleu grocery. Highland Pharmacy and
He has been In the grocery business
Pharmacy
In this city for 23 years, but the wtock
he Is selling. Is the freshest In Albu-- j
:
querque.
David Rosenwakl, manager for the WEIL MACHINERY AND SUPPLIES
Ttothenberg & tichlos Cigar company.
returned to the city last night from!
a business trip to Wlllard. Mr. Kos- enwald says that close to a foot of
snow fell In the Kstancia valley yes- - '
terday.
Hert Mllner, of the Pennsylvania
Rillroad company, with headquarters
a' Pittsburg. Is making a tour of the
wt-In the Interests of the company.
He spent today iM Albuquerque and
from here will go to Los Angeles.
different styles of Machines suitable for
stopping en route at the Grand Can Twelve
II format ons and
any
power de-

SMOKKD

ONLY A PEW

PRICES REDUCED
i

passed

Hllu imiiiif

The Jaffa

Our Shoes Are Just Right

MEX'S SHOIS
WOMEX'S SHOES
CIIIMHIKVS SHOES

Should you full to ric'lve The
Kvenlng Citizen, call up the
Postal Telegraph Co., telephone
No. 3(, and your paper will be
delivered by xpeclal messenger.

Spring Styles of 908
Tust Received and on Display.

Manhattan

ShiftsEarl &

Wilson Shirts
Fobush & Crosscttc Low Quarter Shoes

M. MANDELL
FINE CLOTHING AND

FURNISHINGS
DUNLAP OPENING DAY, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 15
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